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Abstract
The vision of NFDI4Chem is the digitalisation of all key steps in chemical research to
support scientists in their efforts to collect, store, process, analyse, disclose and re-use
research data. Measures to promote Open Science and Research Data Management
(RDM) in agreement with the FAIR data principles are fundamental aims of NFDI4Chem to
serve the chemistry community with a holistic concept for access to research data. To this
end, the overarching objective is the development and maintenance of a national research
data infrastructure for the research domain of chemistry in Germany, and to enable
innovative and easy to use services and novel scientific approaches based on re-use of
research data. NFDI4Chem intends to represent all disciplines of chemistry in academia.
We aim to collaborate closely with thematically related consortia. In the initial phase,
NFDI4Chem focuses on data related to molecules and reactions including data for their
experimental and theoretical characterisation.
This overarching goal is achieved by working towards a number of key objectives:
Key Objective 1: Establish a virtual environment of federated repositories for storing,
disclosing, searching and re-using research data across distributed data sources. Connect
existing data repositories and, based on a requirements analysis, establish domain-specific
research data repositories for the national research community, and link them to
international repositories.
Key Objective 2: Initiate international community processes to establish minimum
information (MI) standards for data and machine-readable metadata as well as open data
standards in key areas of chemistry. Identify and recommend open data standards in key
areas of chemistry, in order to support the FAIR principles for research data. Finally,
develop standards, if there is a lack.
Key Objective 3: Foster cultural and digital change towards Smart Laboratory
Environments by promoting the use of digital tools in all stages of research and promote
subsequent Research Data Management (RDM) at all levels of academia, beginning in
undergraduate studies curricula.
Key Objective 4: Engage with the chemistry community in Germany through a wide range
of measures to create awareness for and foster the adoption of FAIR data management.
Initiate processes to integrate RDM and data science into curricula. Offer a wide range of
training opportunities for researchers.
Key Objective 5: Explore synergies with other consortia and promote cross-cutting
development within the NFDI.
Key Objective 6: Provide a legally reliable framework of policies and guidelines for FAIR
and open RDM.
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Consortium
Research domains or research methods addressed by the consortium,
objectives
Chemistry is a core natural science influencing and supporting many other research areas
such as medicine and health, biology, materials science, engineering, or energy. The longterm preservation and re-use of research data from chemistry therefore also fertilises other
disciplines. Research Data Management (RDM) in chemistry is currently not organized
systematically and separated solutions of individual institutions lead to a low visibility,
accessibility and usability of research results. The lack of (interdisciplinary) use of research
data not only causes high costs for society, but also delays national and international
developments and thus innovation in central research areas. The added value that
emanates from the preservation and study of scientific data in chemistry is particularly
high, since the significance of the data is often immortal and older data can also be used
for current investigations. In most cases it is even absolutely necessary to access older
data, because experimental data or complex simulation data in particular can only be
generated with high costs and great effort. A loss of the previously acquired data can be an
irretrievable loss of knowledge. The vision of NFDI4Chem is the provision of a
sustainable RDM infrastructure through the application of digitalisation principles to
all key steps of research in chemistry. NFDI4Chem will support scientists in their efforts
to collect, store, process, analyse, disclose and re-use research data in Chemistry.
Measures to promote Open Science and RDM in agreement with the FAIR data principles
are fundamental aspects of NFDI4Chem to serve the community with a holistic concept for
access to research data. To this end, the overarching objective is the development and
maintenance of a national research data infrastructure for the research domain of
chemistry in Germany, and to enable innovative services and science based on research
data. NFDI4Chem intends to represent all disciplines of chemistry in academia. We aim to
collaborate closely with thematically related consortia. In the initial funding phase,
NFDI4Chem focuses on molecules and data for their characterisation and reactions,
both experimental and theoretical.
This overarching goal is achieved by working towards a number of key objectives:
Key Objective 1: Establish a virtual environment of federated repositories for storing,
disclosing, searching and re-using research data across distributed data sources. Connect
existing data repositories and, based on a requirements analysis, build one or multiple
domain-specific research data repositories for the national research community, and link
them to international repositories.
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Key Objective 2: Initiate international community processes to establish minimum
information (MI) standards for data and machine-readable metadata as well as open
data standards in key areas of chemistry, where missing, in order to support the FAIR
principles for research data.
Key Objective 3: Foster cultural and digital change towards Smart Laboratory
Environments by promoting the use of digital tools in all stages of research and promote
subsequent RDM at all levels of academia, beginning in undergraduate studies curricula.
Key Objective 4: Engage with the chemistry community in Germany through a wide
range of measures to create awareness for, and foster the adoption of, FAIR data
management. Initiate processes to integrate RDM and data science into curricula. Offer a
wide range of training opportunities for researchers.
Key Objective 5: Explore synergies with other consortia and promote cross-cutting
development within the NFDI.
Key Objective 6: Provide a legally reliable framework of policies and guidelines for
FAIR RDM.

Composition of the consortium and its embedding in the community of
interest
NFDI4Chem started as a grassroots initiative driven by experts in the field after the first
position paper by the German Council for Scientific Information Infrastructures (RfII) to
establish a national research data infrastructure for Germany. It has therefore already been
maximally inclusive and consulted a wide range of user communities in chemistry in
Germany. This broad community inclusion was achieved through working with our peers in
a series of widely advertised workshops, a nation-wide user survey which will be discussed
in detail below, as well as through working with our learned societies in Chemistry over the
course of two years prior to submitting this proposal. The consortium consists of individuals
and groups who shaped open and FAIR RDM in Germany in the past.
NFDI4Chem is supported by the German Chemical Society (GDCh), German Bunsen
Society for Physical Chemistry (DBG) and German Pharmaceutical Society (DPhG) representing approximately 40,000 members - to reach out to the chemistry community as
a whole. All learned societies will continue to serve as participants and members of our
advisory boards during the implementation phase to ensure a continued deep embedding
in our community. Our assumptions, considerations and knowledge of user needs are
based on an intensive exchange with the community. For this purpose, we have evaluated
past and current surveys of which our latest is summarized in more detail as follows
(Technische Informationsbibliothek et al. 2010, Tristram 2019). A first survey (Hausen
2019) performed by the FDM Team of the RWTH university library and IT Center in May/
June 2019 with 427 answers from chemists at North Rhine-Westphalia universities already
revealed that 1 out of 4 professors knew the FAIR principles whereas only 1 out of 10 PhD
students did so.
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Our latest international survey was performed by the NFDI4Chem survey team, of which
data from July through September 2019 were analysed. The survey was announced via
the newsletter of the German Chemical Society (GDCh), emails to universities, Twitter, and
a guest editorial in Angewandte Chemie (Herres‐Pawlis et al. 2019). More than 600
responses, thereof 530 from Germany, have been collected from researchers at different
levels of their career and working in different subdisciplines of chemistry. The survey
covers researchers that are familiar with and apply the RDM rules of their institution but
also those who are not familiar with RDM policies (Fig. 1,Fig. 2).

Figure 1.
Key data from the community survey in 2019 with N=530 responses.

Most important insights with respect to the current digitalisation status, the data storage
solutions, and responses on types of data are summarised in Fig. 2. Digital work takes
place with respect to the analysis of data but the documentation of research processes is
mostly non-digital. Some who claim to use electronic laboratory notebooks (ELN) consider
MS Word to be an ELN. Long-term archival is important for all scientific projects: 82%
claim to successfully follow the DFG rules of good scientific practice but data is very often
stored on local computers and group or institute servers, while repositories are only rarely
used to store data. Most of the data have their origin in spectroscopy and synthesis, but
microscopic, crystallographic, and simulation data are also recorded. The participants also
state to re-use data from colleagues of the same or other institute/working group and a
small group (15%) also re-uses data from a repository. Sharing of data seems to be a
common practice (sharing practices are summarized in Fig. 3) where email is dominating
both internal(!) and external data sharing. Remarkably, only 10% indicate that they do not
share data outside their group. Interestingly, metadata are stated to be useful by the
majority of the participants, either for group internal or external re-use of the data or in
combination with a publication, but only 42% of the participants describe their collected
data with metadata. The survey shows that the importance of data publication, especially
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in data repositories, is not yet anchored in the consciousness of scientists. While 59% of
the scientists have published research data in form of supplemental information, only 16%
have used repositories for a text-based and 8% for a data publication.
a

b

c

Figure 2.
Community survey: digitalisation status, solutions to store data and data types.

Some desired improvements of the current RDM system were mentioned:
1.
2.
3.

4.

general guidelines for data organisation and accepted standards for data formats
and metadata annotation,
solutions to the time-consuming manual extraction of metadata,
need for software which simplifies the process of recording, analysing and saving
data. Many participants indicated that they need an ELN capable of handling
spectroscopic data. Generally, the participants wished that
data should be searchable more easily, e.g. in a national or Europe-wide repository
on spectroscopic parameters of molecules including raw data.
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The introduction of data stewards was considered desirable due to various problems
ranging from non-functioning infrastructure to the lack of compliance with research data
management requirements within teams.
a

b

Figure 3.
Community survey: usefulness of metadata and habits of data sharing.

Based on this analysis, we have designed the work programme of NFDI4Chem to
achieve a breakthrough in RDM in chemistry. Our six task areas (TA) each address one
or more of the issues identified above. We base our work on integrating the existing
lighthouses of RDM in our research domain, fill gaps both in the repository landscape and
the underlying standards, develop and disseminate powerful tools to enable early digital
data and metadata capture in the lab, and develop a strong training programme for
chemists to understand and adopt the concepts developed in NFDI4Chem. Also, we
dedicate a full task area to leveraging the synergies between the NFDI4Chem and the
NFDI as a whole:
TA1 Management and Coordination will ensure the lean and efficient financial and
organisational management of the project.
TA2 Smart Laboratory (Smart Lab) focuses on the implementation and adaptation of
existing and development of so far missing IT components embedded in a flexible work
environment, necessary to capture data early in the life cycle and to further manage,
analyse and store associated information. TA2 enables a digital change in chemistry by
supporting scientists with digital infrastructure of tools, services and repositories
interoperable within the NFDI infrastructure.
TA3 Repositories enables the reliable storage, dissemination and archival of all relevant
research data at each stage of the data lifecycle. This includes raw data in diverse formats
as well as curated datasets. TA3 will adapt major existing chemistry repositories and
databases to standards and interfaces, thus fostering interoperability and FAIRness as well
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as facilitating storing, disclosing, searching and re-using research data across distributed
data sources.
TA4 Metadata, Data Standards and Publication Standards creates and maintains the
specification and documentation of standards required for archival, publication and
exchange of data and metadata on molecule characterisation and reactions, together with
reference implementations and data validation. Ontologies are used where possible, and
missing terminological artifacts are added.
TA5 Community Involvement and Training interfaces between community and
infrastructure units: the community’s requirements are collected, analysed and channeled.
Equally, dissemination and training on all levels are organised, starting in early
undergraduate studies, and discipline-specific training material is developed. TA5 also
fosters the awareness of the community for RDM and offers incentives for innovations.
TA6 Synergies coordinates the activities of NFDI4Chem with the other NFDI consortia.
TA6 is responsible for the coordination of the cross-cutting topics, including cross-domain
metadata standards, semantic data annotation for cross-domain mapping of ontologies,
provision of terminology services as well as legal aspects of FAIR RDM. Harmonisation will
be sought by working with international bodies such as the Research Data Alliance (RDA)
and the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC). TA6 develops an
overarching search service and terminology service, that both will be linked to the NFDI.
To fulfil this ambitious work programme, we have assembled a hand-tailored consortium to
perform the proposed work:
The resulting NFDI4Chem consortium consists of those institutions, groups, and
individuals, who have been previously recognised for developing and supporting electronic
infrastructure for chemistry in Germany and beyond. The consortium is led by Christoph
Steinbeck, Professor for Cheminformatics at the University of Jena, with 20 years of
experience in building open chemistry databases and cheminformatics infrastructure
components. For nine years, Steinbeck led the chemistry area at the European
Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI), which is tasked by its 27 member states to perform
the open access RDM for the biosciences in Europe. Apart from building production quality
open chemistry databases such as ChEBI and MetaboLights, Steinbeck led European einfrastructure consortia to develop standards in biochemistry (COSMOS, FP7 EC312941)
as well as for high-performance cloud computing environments in chemistry-based
molecular biology (PhenoMeNal, H2020 EC654241). In this context, Steinbeck founded
ELIXIR and goFAIR communities in his areas of working and is active in cheminformatics
related working groups of the IUPAC. He leads the INF project of ChemBioSys CRC in
Jena and is a PI in the data synopsis work area of the Microverse cluster of excellence in
Jena.
Oliver Koepler is head of the Lab Linked Scientific Knowledge, part of the Digital Library
and Data Science research group of Prof. Sören Auer at Technische Informationsbibliothek. He has nearly 15 years experience in building e-infrastructures and digital
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libraries for chemistry and research data, fostering open data and metadata standards. His
work involved projects like the virtual library of chemistry - personalised information
services for chemical research and industry (DFG), the VisInfo project for interactive,
graphical retrieval processes for research data (Pakt für Forschung und Innovation, SAWProgramm), and development of digital preservation processes and document delivery
service APIs within the Specialised Information Services for Pharmacy - FID Pharmazie
(DFG). Oliver Koepler coordinated the TIB IT project to merge the TIB discovery service
and the library catalogue, introducing a user-centred design approach. Current projects
include the development of a research data and knowledge management system for
engineering in the INF-project of the CRC 1153 - Tailored forming and the IUPAC Smiles+
project.
Nicole Jung works on method development in synthetic organic chemistry and is heading
the projects of the Institute of Organic Chemistry at the KIT in chemoinformatics and
laboratory digitalisation. These projects include the development of infrastructure in the
form of an electronic lab notebook (Chemotion-ELN) and the establishment of the
chemotion-repository (chemotion projects - DFG grant BR1750/34-1). The Chemotion-ELN
is developed to support the digital work in chemistry laboratories and provides extensive
functionalities and tools for the scientific work of chemists, in particular organic chemists.
The chemotion repository is an Open Access repository designed to store, manage, and
publish research data that is assigned to molecules, their properties and identification as
well as reactions and experimental investigations. These infrastructure activities are
supported by the programming of software tools to support digitalisation, and the initiation
of data curation and data collection efforts in synthetic chemistry. N. Jung strongly supports
the ideas of FAIR and Open Access data and was awarded as SPARC Europe Open Data
champion.
Felix Bach works on generic RDM and big data analysis and is heading the RDM group at
the Steinbuch Centre for Computing (SCC) at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT). He is
also part of the joint management of the service team RDM@KIT. Felix Bach concentrates
on big data management and analysis - especially in the analysis of large time series and
has developed a generic concept and software framework for structural analysis of huge
multivariate time series data. He has worked and is still involved in several large scale data
management projects including bwDataArchive in which the first generic research data
archive infrastructure for long-term bit preservation of hundreds of petabytes of data was
built up for the universities of the state of Baden-Württemberg. Additional projects were
focused on enabling better data flows between the heterogeneous RDM systems, to make
archiving and publishing of data sets easier for scientists of all fields, integrate existing
systems as part of the research data cycle and create and install RDM policies and a RDM
support team involving all organisational units that play a role in RDM (library, computing
centre, legal department, research funding etc.). Felix Bach is engaged in several projects
and initiatives that foster open source research software and their sustainability e.g. by
creating and installing software development policies for universities within the Helmholtz
Community. He is also engaged in the RDA, RDA-DE and regional RDM forums to make
research reproducible by advancing FAIR and Open Access research data.
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Matthias Razum is heading the e-research department at FIZ Karlsruhe – Leibniz Institute
for Information Infrastructure. Since 2004, he has been intensively involved in the design
and implementation of solutions for RDM, virtual research environments and digital longterm archiving. He has conducted research on these topics in several large BMBF and EU
projects (e.g. eSciDoc, SCAPE) and built infrastructures together with partners from
science and humanities. Since 2017, he has been responsible for the operation of the
generic research data repository RADAR, which is now used by eight universities and
research institutions in Germany. Matthias Razum has participated in several working
groups on RDM on a national and state level. He is a Steering Committee Member of the
Preservation and Archival Special Interest Group and Advisory Board Member of the
Generic Research Data Infrastructure (GeRDI). Between 2010 and 2017, he served as a
Steering Committee Member of the International Conference on Open Repositories.
Steffen Neumann is head of Research Group Bioinformatics and Scientific Data at the
IPB, a non-university research centre and a member of the Leibniz Society, dedicated to
chemical, and biochemical plant research. He is an expert in the area of statistical mass
spectrometry data analysis and metabolite identification. In this context he is pushing Open
Data and Open Standards, leading to community-wide e-Infrastructures, and to exploit
these for functional annotation through advanced metabolomics analyses. Dr. Neumann
was WP lead for “Standards Development” in the FP7 COordination of Standards in
MetabOlomicS (COSMOS) project and WP lead for “Tools, workflows, audit and data
management” in the H2020 project PhenoMeNal on computational metabolomics, is PI in
the BMBF funded MASH which is part of the german Network of Bioinformatics
infrastructures (de.NBI). He is a member of the scientific advisory boards of french and
australian metabolomics infrastructures, and associate editor for BMC Bioinformatics,
MDPI Metabolites and Nature Scientific Data.
Sonja Herres-Pawlis heads the Chair of Bioinorganic Chemistry at RWTH Aachen and
combines bioinorganic chemistry (mainly Tyrosinase models and entatic state models) with
sustainable polymerisation catalysis. In both fields, she and her team combine advanced
synthetic methods, extensive kinetics with a multitude of spectroscopic methods and
density functional theory to derive a comprehensive mechanistic understanding. She was
one of the founders of the Molecular Simulation Grid (MoSGrid), a BMBF-funded initiative
between 2009 and 2012, which focused on the design and development of a user-friendly
electronic environment for theoretical workflows in chemistry with implemented search
engines for molecules (Krüger et al. 2014, Gesing et al. 2016, Grunzke et al. 2013, Gesing
et al. 2012). In MoSGrid, she was caring for the chemical community, collecting the
requirements, writing regular newsletters to document the latest developments in the field far beyond the official BMBF funding period. In the interdisciplinary EU infrastructure
project ERflow (2012-2014), she studied multi-level quantum-chemical workflows and their
interoperability in different workflow systems. Since 2015, she works together with R.
Grunzke and R. Müller-Pfefferkorn on Metadata Management for Applied Sciences (MASI)
in the framework of a DFG infrastructure project. Here, a metadata assignment tool for
manual metadata definition per spectroscopic method has been established (Arshad et al.
2016, Grunzke et al. 2019).
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Johannes Liermann is the head of the analytics core facility at the Institute of Organic
Chemistry (JGU) and is specialized in NMR spectroscopy of small molecules. He has been
cooperating with Nils Schlörer (UzK) in the context of the public domain NMR database
nmrshiftdb2 which was originally conceived by Christoph Steinbeck. In cooperation with
Nils Schlörer, J. Liermann is PI in two DFG projects for establishing an electronic
assignment workflow to improve the quality of published NMR data (IDNMR project,
LI2858/1) which strongly involves research data management aspects and offers important
elements for an RDM infrastructure for molecular chemistry such as NMR data
repositories. In addition, J. Liermann is elected board member of the Magnetic Resonance
Discussion Group (FGMR) in the GDCh.

The consortium within the NFDI
Thematic Embedding
In preparation for this proposal, NFDI4Chem has extensively cooperated via joint
workshops with FairMat, NFDI4Ing, NFDI4Cat, DAPHNE, PAHN-Pan, NFDI4Phys,
NFDI4BioDiversity, NFDI4Agri, NFDI4Health, NFDI4Microbiota, and further neighbouring
consortia. The cooperation has covered topics like interdisciplinary (meta)data standards,
cross-domain search, legal aspects, and access to repositories. Networking with other
consortia has been facilitated by the fact that many members of NFDI4Chem are also
active in other consortia. These are: NFDI4Biodiversity, NFDI4Medicine, PAHN-PaN,
NFDI4Culture, MaRDI, NFDI4MobilTech, NFDI4Agri, NFDI4MSE, FAIRMat, NFDI4Ing,
NFDI4Phys, NFDI4Earth, GHGA, DAPHNE.
To emphasise the importance of cross-cutting topics in the NFDI as a whole, 21 NFDI
consortia signed the Berlin Declaration (Glöckner 2019), co-authored by the NFDI4Chem
leadership, identifying central topics of general interest for all consortia. We will participate
in preliminary workshops to further foster cooperation in preparation of interconsortial
working groups. Particularly relevant are our interactions with thematically related consortia
where we want to contribute our expertise. We have been in close coordination with the
neighbouring consortia from the material and engineering sciences from the very
beginning. Discussions with NFDI4Cat showed, that a community-tailored approach is best
implemented through agreements on shared tasks in the areas of standards and crosscutting topics like ontologies, metadata formats and the cross-linking of data repositories.
While NFDI4Chem focuses on molecules and their characterisation data, NFDI4Cat covers
the areas of technical chemistry and chemical engineering sciences. FAIRmat embraces
condensed matter physics which includes soft matter and the (chemical) physics of solids
and liquids, addressing a distinct community and research area. Nevertheless, there are
partially overlapping areas where NFDI4Chem and FAIRmat will collaborate, for example in
the definition and implementation of extended, new metadata standards for quantum
chemistry in the NOMAD Repository. With NFDI4Ing, we have discussed options to model
metadata and exchanged experiences on digitalisation of workflows for scientific data in
chemistry and material science. In life sciences, molecule characterisation data like
physicochemical, target engagement, bioactivity, pharmacokinetic, toxicology or safety and
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regulatory data have been identified as linking elements. With NFDI4BioDiversity we will
collaborate on integrated data access across the consortia, and development of data
management tools for smart Lab environments. Here, metabolomics data is of particular
interest for the biodiversity community. Together with NFDI4Health and NFDI4Microbiota
we will discuss metadata standardisation and cross-sectional mapping for chemical
compound characterisation data in contexts such as medication, dietary factors or
metabolome data. Synergies between NFDI4Chem and NFDI4BIMP have been identified
for spectral and spectrometric imaging data along with ‘pure’ image data like atomic force
microscopic (AFM) imaging data and will be further investigated. With DataPlant we share
a common interest in developing training material for data literacy with a special focus on
molecule-specific aspects. Together with MaRDI we have identified the potential of new
research insights by providing suitable and easy-to-use interfaces to apply mathematical
methods of MaRDI on chemical data retrieved from the NFDI4Chem repositories. In the
discussions with all consortia mentioned above, the consensus for collaborative measures
in dealing with molecule data became apparent. NFDI4Chem aims to coordinate these
efforts with the NFDI.
We see the following topics as areas where NFDI4Chem would specifically invest effort to
coordinate across consortia with the whole of the NFDI:
General principles of FAIR data management, international networking and
awareness-raising: Key personnell of NFDI4Chem are active in a number of international
efforts, such as GO FAIR, RDA interest groups, ELIXIR implementation networks, the
European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) and more, which promote FAIR data in both the
chemical as well as biomedical domain. We will aim to harmonize those existing efforts
with FAIR data aspects across the whole of NFDI and engage in international networking
with generic and specialized bodies promoting RDM and standards. As leaders and
participants in collaborative research and excellence clusters in Germany, we will help to
promote and implement the principles of FAIR data management in our local community,
gather requirements and promote the adoption of the NFDI.
Repository technology and customisation toward individual domains: Repository
technology will be at the heart of virtually any NFDI consortium’s implementation plan. To
foster the interoperability of a potentially diverse portfolio of repository technologies,
NFDI4Chem wants to promote standardisation of interfaces and technological platforms
across the NFDI which can be customised to individual research domains and application
scenarios.
Catalogue of all services developed by the NFDI: Following the model of the European
Open Science Cloud (EOSC) and enabling easier integration into the same, we suggest
the cross-cutting service catalogue enabling the keyword based discovery of services by
users. Individual catalogues for exposure on individual consortium portals can then be
generated on the fly from the central catalogue. The central catalogue will be designed to
feed automatically, if desired, into the EOSC service catalogue.
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Mechanisms and instruments for agreeing on international standards: Research data
can only be re-used when annotated with sufficient metadata adhering to community
agreed standards. New standards required for the NFDI cannot be negotiated at a national
level but require extensive and long-term international consultations. The NFDI4Chem
leadership has been engaged in such efforts for the past 10 years and we want to
contribute to agreeing on common best practises for international development of
standards within the NFDI.
Ontologies, terminology services: Once agreed, controlled vocabularies and ontologies
will ideally be managed through lookup terminology services used across the entire NFDI.
Machine-readable data, data validation: Especially for cross-domain applications data
needs to be unambiguously semantically annotated, both for humans and machines. Using
discipline-specific terminologies we will describe research data in machine-readable form
and adopt and develop research data semantics for properties, methods, units.
Efficient and harmonised materials and measures for outreach and training across
NFDI: Established outreach instruments such as workshops, conferences, tutorials and
training material, feedback mechanisms ranging from electronic surveys via issue trackers
to social media elements will be explored throughout the NFDI. We further expect public
policy, funders and learned societies to increase their demand for FAIR and open data
management which will naturally increase the incentive for users to engage with these
ideas. NFDI4Chem would like to promote concerted efforts with the NFDI towards those
goals.
Legal aspects of research data management, data sharing: NFDI4Chem participants
have expertise to address legal aspects of RDM and provide support for the NFDI
community on e.g. legal questions about data ownership, legally compliant operation of the
NFDI infrastructures, and the development of science-friendly guidelines for RDM. We
assume that there will be similar legal issues in other consortia at a higher level and
propose a joint approach to those fundamental issues.
Unified and interoperable governance models across NFDI: NFDI4Chem leadership
and participants have extensive experience in building international research data
infrastructures in the biomolecular and chemical domain and beyond and will happily share
this knowledge during discussion across NFDI domains.

International networking
The community-wide negotiation of standards in chemistry, covering both data and
metadata standards, require global efforts and cannot be achieved on a national level.
Here, NFDI4Chem leadership and participants are already been entertaining a wide range
of activities and have extensive experience in driving global standardisation efforts in
cooperation with international bodies for standardisation in chemistry and beyond. In
independent standardisation efforts, we were instrumental in establishing Chemical Markup
Language (CML) as one of the truly open and versatile data formats in chemistry (Murray-
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Rust et al. 2001, Kuhn et al. 2007). In order to promote the electronic deposition of NMR
data to chemical structures, we have co-developed NMReData (Pupier et al. 2018), which
is currently being adopted by Magnetic Resonance in Chemistry and other journals for this
purpose. In truly international efforts, we contributed to the developments of XML formats
for NMR (Schober et al. 2017) and MS (Martens et al. 2010) data. We were further
founding members of the Blue Obelisk (Guha et al. 2006, O'Boyle et al. 2011), an
international network of chemistry groups promoting Open Data, Open Standards and
Open Source (ODOSOS).
NFDI4Chem members are furthermore active in institutionalized international efforts
such as:
The International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) has traditionally
played a significant role in creating and maintaining standards in chemistry. In chemical
information, the most widely used open standards such as the International Chemical
Identifier (InChI) and its variants as well as the spectroscopic standards JCAMP are
maintained and developed by IUPAC divisions. NFDI4Chem key personnel are involved in
the development of those standards. Speaker Christoph Steinbeck is a member of the
InChI subcommittee of the IUPAC. Participant Thomas Engel is the delegate of the
German Chemical Society (GDCh) to the IUPAC Division VIII committee. Oliver Koepler is
engaged in the IUPAC SMILES+ specification project. Participant Patrick Théato is
secretary of the subcommittee on polymer education (IUPAC Division IV) and member of
the subcommittee on polymer terminology (IUPAC Division IV). All members will link and
push the outcomes of the NFDI4Chem TA4 to an international level, for a broader
discussion, and finally to influence world-wide recommendations of the organisations. As a
former member of the CPEP committee on printed and electronic publications, Christoph
Steinbeck contributed to the maintenance of the JCAMP standard. He still maintains the
JCAMP reference implementation hosted on SourceForge.
European Open Science Cloud (EOSC): NFDI4Chem aims to seamlessly integrate all
services developed into the service catalogue of the European Open Science Cloud
(EOSC). Applicants of this proposal are active contributors to the EOSC. The Steinbuch
Centre for Computing (SCC) at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) participates in the
EOSC related projects EOSC-hub, EOSC-Secretariat, EOSC-synergy, EOSC-Pillar as well
as in the AAI related work in the GEANT4-3 project. The Leibniz Institute of Plant
Biochemistry was partner in the PhenoMeNal project, led by NFDI4Chem speaker
Christoph Steinbeck, that build an infrastructure for data processing and analysis for
medical metabolomics. All applicants will use their existing expertise to ensure
interoperability of the NFDI4Chem services with the functionalities of the forthcoming
EOSC. Within EOSC, the Molecular Open Science Enabled Cloud Services project
(MOSEX) has expressed its interest to cooperate on all key objectives with NFDI4Chem
(see LoS).
Research Data Alliance (RDA): Five key members of NFDI4Chem are engaged in the
Chemistry Research Data Interest Group (CRDIG) of the RDA (Chemistry Research Data
IG 2015). Additionally, some members of the consortium are engaged in the Storage
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Service Definitions WG, Research Data Repository Interoperability WG und Long Tail of
Research Data IG.
GO FAIR: NFDI4Chem Speaker Christoph Steinbeck and co-applicant Steffen Neumann
were instrumental in instantiating the GO FAIR implementation network for metabolomics,
one of the first implementation network in GO FAIR at all. Metabolomics as an
interdisciplinary field has a strong analytical chemistry and cheminformatics component.
Members of NFDI4Chem also have strong links to GO FAIR Chemistry Implementation
Network (ChIN) (Chemistry - GO FAIR 2019), as the ChIN operates in tandem with the
CRDIG of the RDA.
ELIXIR is the pan-European infrastructure for biological information (ELIXIR Consortium
2019). The purpose of ELIXIR is to support life science research and its translation to
medicine and the environment, the bio-industries and society. The NFDI4Chem partners
IPB and FSU are members of ELIXIR-DE. We will coordinate efforts with those parties in
ELIXIR who are also handling chemical information, such as the Core Data Resources
BRENDA (BRENDA Enzyme Database 2019), ChEBI (EBI Web Team 2019) and ChEMBL
(ChEMBL Database 2019), and existing infrastructure efforts like ELIXIR-AAI (ELIXIR
Consortium 2013).

Organisational structure and viability
We have designed the organisational structure of NFDI4Chem to ensure that the work
programme can be pursued in an efficient and agile manner, that the decision making
process within NFDI4Chem is legally sound and transparent and that the community and
our stakeholders are closely attached to our operation. In the following, we describe the
various components of our organisational structure as shown in Fig. 4.
The General Assembly (GA) is the central decision making body of the project. The GA
consists of all co-applicants and participants (represented by one delegate from each
partner), as well as 5 members of the community elected by the GA. The GA will decide on
all issues of fundamental importance for the whole project. The GA will be held at the
annual NFDI4Chem project meetings or online if urgent matters require that. These
meetings will be used for strategic planning, presentation of scientific results, and
discussion of major management issues. The GA decides when overall agreement is
required in the matters of budget and consortium management.
The Steering Committee (SC) is the central body responsible for monitoring and
evaluating project progress and supervising project objectives, and which takes the
necessary decisions in scientific coordination and administration of the project. Based on
the contributions from task areas, the SC prepares periodic reports and the final report.
The SC consists of the two speakers, the project manager and the task area leads. The SC
is headed by project speaker Christoph Steinbeck.
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NFDI4Chem will establish a focused set of Advisory Boards, which are consulted
regularly to ensure that the consortium is on track and develops and delivers services
which are:
•
•

aligned with the mission of the NFDI in general and
address the needs of the chemistry community.

Figure 4.
NFDI4Chem governance structure.

Advisory Board Industry comprises companies developing data producing equipment,
data management systems and data analysis solutions. They will provide insights on data
formats and software, and aim at including the NFDI4Chem recommendations and
processes into their software developments.
Advisory Board Publishers will provide insights on research data associated with
scientific publications. They will aim at including the NFDI4Chem recommendations and
processes into their guidelines for authors, editors and reviewers. The manuscript
submission systems should support compliance with the guidelines.
Advisory Board National Research Community represent researchers and
organisations performing research in Germany. We aim to cover the subject areas reflected
in the list of DFG review boards (DFG Fachkollegien) mentioned in the section General
Information above.
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International Advisory Board complements the advisory boards described above, with a
special focus on international organisations and individuals which are lighthouses of
collaboration and alignment of efforts to collect, store, process, analyse, disclose and reuse research data.
Decision Making: The distributed nature of the NFDI4Chem project necessitates a
decentralised administration of execution control for effective decision making. The
operational level comprises all the project partners who are responsible for the execution of
the strategic work plan detailed in the task areas (TA). The TA leaders will be responsible
for keeping track of the measures with the listed deliverables. Any deviations will be
brought to the attention of the project office (PO) and discussed latest at the next steering
committee (SC) meeting. The TA leaders oversee the budget, technical aspects including
quality checks and communications with the project office when required. This process is
supported by the detailed project management plan maintained at the FSU. The main
scientific controlling and decision making body in the project is the steering committee
(SC). The SC is responsible for all decisions regarding project management, distribution,
monitoring and re-organisation of specific tasks if necessary and for all cases which do not
require the voting of the GA. The SC convenes by electronic communication on a regular
basis and on-demand, as organized by the project office. The GA will be the highest
decision making body in the project and will be consulted for strategic planning, major
management topics and other fundamental issues. The GA will take in particular decisions
if overall consensus is required in the matters of inclusion of a new partner, exclusion of an
existing partner, major changes in budget or the project strategy and in other unforeseen
situations that need discussion or decision making. Decisions of the GA that need voting
require a simple majority of the project partners based on the principle “one partner – one
vote”. To have a quorum, 75% of the partners have to be present at the GA physically or
present through teleconference facilities at the time of decision making and voting. In a
stalemate situation, the Project Coordinator will have the deciding vote.

Operating model
Our operating model follows the unanimous agreement amongst consortia during the
governance workshop in Bonn on August 30, 2019, where we were strongly advocating for
an overarching NFDI e.V. which consortia can join as dependent legal entities. Until
agreement has been reached about the legal model for the NFDI as a whole, we will
operate NFDI4Chem under a normal academic consortium model. This will be based on a
consortium agreement (CA) which will clarify the operational dependencies between coapplicants and participants, the mode of operation as described above and in TA1, and
allow for the transfer of funds from the applicant institution to the co-applicants and
participants.
Special attention will be given to the financial compensation model for participants, where
no exchange of goods and services in a commercial sense is currently foreseen. Since all
NFDI consortia have to solve these issues, we already agreed to work together to design a
CA and contracts that are compliant with the German law. As a strong advocate of the
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Berlin Declaration, NFDI4Chem looks forward to close collaboration with other NFDI
consortia and the NFDI directorate on this topic.

Research Data Management Strategy
Research Data Management in Chemistry - a status quo
Chemistry consists of many subdisciplines with a large variety of methods and data.
Chemical research dealing with molecules, their reactions and properties can be described
by experimental procedures, observations, theoretical models and their computation, and
by the resulting data. Data are further processed, analysed, evaluated, and in many cases
assigned to a molecule as proof of a hypothesis. The large diversity of experimental and
theoretical methods (e.g. NMR, IR, UV/VIS, MS, HPLC, Electron Microscopy, bioactivity
assays, quantum and force-field calculations, cheminformatics approaches) results in a
plethora of different data types and formats, most of them being proprietary. These data
often consist of spectroscopy and spectrometry results (such as nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR), mass (MS), IR/Raman, UV). Other data come from elemental analysis
(EA), X-ray, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), cyclic voltammetry (CV), gel
permeation chromatography (GPC) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
measurements or thermogravimetric (TGA) or dynamic mechanical thermal (DMTA)
analysis, only to mention a few. Proprietary data formats can consist of a single, binary file
of unknown structure, to directories populated with several files, some in ASCII text or
(rarely) XML. Efforts in the life-sciences towards open MS formats resulted in mzML
(Martens et al. 2010), and a toolset converting from vendor formats to mzML via closed
source Windows DLLs provided by the vendors. There is no standard raw data format in
NMR spectroscopy that covers all data and meta-data aspects, therefore the proprietary
Bruker format has become a quasi-standard next to the proprietary formats for processed
spectra in NMR analysis software (e.g., ACD Spectrus, MestReNova).
While in theoretical chemistry or computational chemistry research data workflows are
seamlessly digital, the provenance and context of data produced in experimental laboratory
workflows are mostly documented in hand-written lab journals. In our survey only 18% of
researchers declared to use an electronic lab journal, with some of them considering text
processors such as MS Word to be ELNs. When investigating a research problem, multiple
devices generate multiple data sets of various data formats, stored in different locations
within an institution. Keeping track of all these data trails is an enormous challenge for
researchers. Efficient systems for the curation of user-provided descriptive and contextual
data and connection to related device-captured experimental and analytical data are
missing. Although many devices provide experimental data in a digital format, accessibility
and reuse of data is hampered by missing standards for data exchange formats, as can be
seen from the wide-spread use of proprietary data formats in device-generated
experimental output. As a result most descriptive metadata about these research data are
still non-digital at the beginning. This coexistence of analogue metadata and data next to
digital research data causes considerable problems later on, when it comes to the
publication of research results and the corresponding research data.
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When a researcher reaches the point of preparing a publication or even data publication
based on formerly generated data, the deficits from the previously described points
become visible. For instrument data, insufficient ways of presentation are common in
chemistry journals. So far, research data are included in very condensed form in the
publications, e.g. in the experimental section, in tables or images. Often additional
provenance and context information about the research data and representations of the
data can be found in the supplements to an article publication. Published as PDF files or
bitmap images, these supplements may contain more detailed tables, peak lists or images
of spectra, none of which can be re-analysed in their presented form. These existing
conventions are in stark contrast to RDM in accordance with the FAIR principles. As our
survey described above revealed, so far only 16% of researchers published their research
data in data repositories in addition to an article publication at least once. This is certainly
also caused by the fact that data repositories for annotated raw data exist only for a few
domains in chemistry. More often, there are curated databases in which the derived data
from the raw data sets can be found, usually combined with an assignment to a molecule.
Those are often curated by human domain experts from the primary literature in a
painstaking process. In the end, deposition of data and metadata is currently a rather
complex and time-consuming process resulting in low acceptance by researchers.
Nevertheless, data is often exchanged among scientists. This is mostly accomplished
through direct contacts. Only 15% of researchers have reused original data files of data
that was obtained in their research field. Our survey reveals that only 40% of researchers
have defined workflows and curation standards. In most cases curation and final storage
procedure is chosen by the individual researcher or by rules of the research group.
Examples of successful RDM exists only in few subdisciplines such as crystallography,
where the CIF file format enabled the community for 30 years to share data and embedded
this data sharing into the publication process (The Cambridge Structural Database
(CSD) 2019).
Databases and Data Repositories: Chemistry has a long history in indexing chemical
data and creating searchable data collections. The extraction and indexing of chemical
data found in literature by Beilstein/Gmelin handbooks or by CAS, resulting in the digital
databases SciFinder and Reaxys, are the most prominent examples. In addition to these
outstanding commercial databases, there are a number of databases with a narrower focus
on specific data about molecules, reflecting the importance of molecule characterisation
data. Rather than a full assessment of the global landscape of chemistry databases, we
describe those relevant to the NFDI4Chem strategy described below. Widely used
molecule-centred databases like ChemSpider (Dabb 2016) or PubChem (PubChem
2019) provide information about molecules and their properties aggregated from various
resources. Both databases allow to search molecular structures in order to retrieve basic
information about molecules like names, identifiers, or physicochemical properties. Entries
may even link to actual datasets related to a molecule. ChEMBL (Gaulton et al. 2011) is a
manually curated chemical database of bioactive molecules with drug-like properties.
Further examples are the SDBS (Spectral Database for Organic Compounds (SDBS)
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2019) and for mass spectrometry mzCloud (Anonymous 2013) and NIST database
(Stein 1990).
However, besides being partly proprietary, these databases lack the availability of the
original research data and comprehensive metadata about it, which is often not available
from the literature. This level of granularity can be achieved by data repositories where the
actual research data file can be deposited with their corresponding metadata providing
provenance and context. The Crystal Structure Database (CSD) of the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Center (CCDC) is an example of such a curated data repository, and
is probably the best known repository for research data in chemistry. The publication of
crystal structures via the CSD using the CIF standard is accepted as a standard procedure
and well embedded in the article publication process in chemistry. A comparable database
is ICSD in the field of inorganic crystallography, which cooperates closely with CSD. These
repositories may serve therefore as kind of a best practice model in terms of user
attraction.
With a national focus, Germany hosts the spectroscopic databases nmrshiftdb2 (Kuhn
and Schlörer 2015) for NMR spectroscopic data, MassBank EU (Vinaixa et al. 2016)
containing mass spectrometry data and Suprabank (Website Suprabank 2019) containing
guest-host interactions.
A true data repository with a focus on primary research data in chemistry is the Chemotion
repository (Anonymous 2018), which collects data on reactions as well as analytical data
for molecules and reactions. Besides this repository spanning wide fields in chemistry,
subdiscipline specific repositories like NOMAD (NOMAD Repository 2019) and ioChemBD (computational materials science data) (ioChem BD 2019), and Strenda DB (functional
enzymatic data) (Tipton et al. 2014) exist. Generic and multi-disciplinary data repositories
like RADAR (Kraft et al. 2016) provide (certified) data archiving services which can assist
subject-specific offerings in terms of sustainability and reliability. At the same time, they can
serve as catch-all repositories.
Data Flow into repositories: A key insight from our analysis described in section 2 is that
data handling is currently not yet fully digital and that manual steps are often necessary,
especially at the beginning of the process of data generation in the lab. This slows down
RDM workflows and hinders the publication of FAIR data in repositories. Solutions to this
problem have been addressed by the chemical and pharmaceutical industry already in the
1980ies and software as well as cheminformatic processes were developed to foster
digitalisation strategies. Those solutions, however, did not find their way into academic
data management. Work environments such as Laboratory and Information Management
Systems (LIMS) and ELNs in combination with chemistry specific software and identifiers
demonstrate how successful digitalisation of work processes can be achieved. Data
transfer from devices to a digital management area solved by LIMS allows for control of
the data flow, data tracking, and data transfer (STARLIMS 2019, LIMS 2019, Dassault
Systèmes BIOVIA 2019b, SampleManager LIMS Software 2019, LIMSWiki. 2019) . A LIMS
mitigates the errors that come along with manual data handling, prevents the loss of data,
and improves the work efficiency. Disadvantages of a LIMS for academic institutions such
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as the high initial software acquisition costs and the running costs of user licenses can be
overcome by open source solutions (LIMS Software 2019, Open-LIMS 2019, Bika LIMS
2014). Data transfer models that offer LIMS function by integration of devices to a digital
workflow were presented by members of the consortium for NMR data by the nmrshiftdb2
(Kuhn and Schlörer 2015) and a data transfer solution based on device dependent open
source modules (Potthoff et al. 2014, Potthoff et al. 2019, Lütjohann et al. 2015, Lütjohann
et al. 2014). LIMS can be combined with ELNs which is used to collect and manage written
information, values, data files and images. Although several ELNs have been developed in
the past (Scinote-Web 2019, Dassault Systèmes BIOVIA 2019a, Barillari et al. 2015,
Labfolder - Electronic Lab Notebook (ELN) 2019, Adam and Lindstädt 2019), only a few
are available for chemists in academia due to the requirement to process chemical
structures (Coles et al. 2013, Notebook|PerkinElmer 2019, Rudolphi 2019, GGA Software
Services 2019, Day et al. 2015, Willoughby et al. 2014, Rudolphi and Goossen 2011,
Tremouilhac et al. 2017), and only four of them are available as open source software,
enabling further adaptations to changing research requirements. Despite the manifold
benefits of a LIMS or ELN, less than 18% of academic groups run commercial, free, or
open source systems according to our survey. Reasons for missing management systems
in particular in academia can be found in the often very diverse infrastructure, institution
boundaries of the universities, installation problems and/or long-term maintenance
responsibilities. Open source ELNs are currently still missing probably because of a lack of
awareness of the importance of a systematic change of the work habits to enable a digital
documentation of the work. The integration of ELNs requires not only the acquisition of
new infrastructure but also the adaptation of existing procedures.
The availability of software to analyse and process data is an important factor to achieve
re-usability of research data. Here, the heterogeneous situation in the field is reflected by
many individual software packages and tools. Important components are open source
tools, enabling the creation of FAIR data are chemoinformatic libraries such as RDKit, CDK
and OpenBabel which are used for diverse RDM applications in chemistry. Specific
software in chemistry is also needed for spectroscopic data (e.g. NMR, MS, IR and UV/
Vis), playing a pivotal role with respect to the identification and verification of research
results. The current practice is to analyse those data either manually from printed spectra
or using stand-alone software. To enable FAIR RDM, the visualisation and processing of
spectroscopic data, but also its annotation (assignment) to the research data provenance
and context, is important. While web-based solutions to be used embedded to ELNs or
repositories, are necessary, only a few open source, web-based visualisation tools are
available (Banfi and Patiny 2008, Zhang and Brüschweiler 2007, Vosegaard 2015, Xia et
al. 2012, Mohamed et al. 2016, Beisken et al. 2015). All of the mentioned solutions miss
functionalities for comprehensive FAIR data management in chemistry with respect to
functions as processing of data, data analysis and data annotation.
The use of standards in chemistry is characterised by pragmatic mix of open standards
and what one could call publicly known (meta)data formats, where open standards are
characterised by an open, public and inclusive development process, whereas publicly
known formats have been developed by companies, documented somewhere, can be re-
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used, but the public has no or little influence on the development and if often not notified of
changes, in the case of the commonly used SMILES format. A full account of available
standards is outside of the scope of this section. Standards for structure representation, for
example, are InChI and SMILES which was reworked by the Blue Obelisk community
(O'Boyle et al. 2011, Guha et al. 2006) with the intention to provide an open standard.
Examples including chemistry tables are the MDL Molfiles, SDFiles, RDFiles, each
consisting of the structure information and additional metadata. The formats available for
the machine readable presentation for reactions are for example Rxnfiles and Chemical
Markup Language (CML) (Murray-Rust and Rzepa 1999). A common problem of all
structure representation formats is the partly missing coverage of polymer chemistry and
inorganic chemistry.
Experimental data is represented by a plethora of data formats where open standards exist
only for a fraction of the methods. Documentation for proprietary data formats are often not
available. The most prominent example for the long term usage of an open data format is
the Crystallographic Information File (CIF) (Hall et al. 1991), which enabled the
crystallographic community to share and collect data in electronic form since the early
1990s. For spectroscopic data, the JCAMP format (Lampen et al. 1999, Lampen et al.
2016) was developed and later maintained under the auspices of the CPEP committee of
the IUPAC, but not dynamically adapted to the fast moving innovation in all areas of
spectroscopy. More recent developments move towards the use of XML for the
representation of spectroscopic data (Kuhn et al. 2007, Schober et al. 2017, Martens et al.
2010). Theoretical Data are produced by an eclectic mix of open and closed software. Data
formats produced by proprietary software may still be well understood, as in the case of the
quantum chemistry software Gaussian, but are not open. Open software will often produce
output in an open standard. Attempts to capture the information from simulations in open
formats are manyfold, see for example Grunzke et al. (2013), Wakelin et al. (2005).
In conclusion, the consistent, long-term and safe storage in repositories, with a few
exceptions like silico chemistry and crystallography, is still rather uncommon. Standardised
and normalised data, and descriptive metadata play only a minor role in the local
management and storage of data. Journals do not require authors to deposit primary
research data in well annotated form in community accepted repositories. NFDI4Chem
aims to fundamentally change this situation through a concerted effort combining technical
and cultural change with outreach to publishers and community training.

The strategy of the NFDI4Chem consortium
NFDI4Chem will support the scientists in all steps of the research data management data
life cycle. The measures will address the seamless integration of identified key
components into NFDI4Chem infrastructure to optimise and facilitate data workflow and
capture of metadata. These efforts will be supplemented by the development of standards
and policies, resulting in a substantial increase of data quality in the RDM process. Finally,
comprehensive community outreach activities will ensure that the initiated digital change
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will be transformed into an increased and sustainable awareness of RDM in the minds of
researchers, thus fostering a cultural change.
The workflows to be supported start with data acquisition in the lab with data captured at
the workbench, by analytical instrumentation or data that arise by calculation or simulation.
The data is captured, managed and analysed via virtual research environments and can be
collected, shared and disclosed by repositories and curated databases. At all levels of this
workflow, we selected existing infrastructures, software, and services which will be
integrated with NFDI4Chem. Single missing key elements were identified and their
development will complement the envisaged infrastructure (Fig. 5).

Figure 5.
Key components of the NFDI4Chem and their mapping to task areas.

NFDI4Chem will not only facilitate RDM but will create added values for scientists to
accelerate the acceptance of concepts and services by the community. A very important
aspect is to minimise additional efforts by data management and to allow a seamless data
transfer throughout all components of the NFDI4Chem. By this, scientists will be faster to
collect FAIR data, standards can be introduced and kept easier and errors due to manual
rework will be avoided. Data and metadata should be transferred without manual
interaction from the devices generating data to the virtual work environments to the
discipline-specific or generic repositories. All components of the infrastructure that are
necessary for this fully digital workflow should be available to every scientist. Therefore,
different measures such as the installation on site or a centralised operation, have to be
realised depending on the type of component. For the operation of services and in
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particular with respect to the hosting of repositories, the NFDI4Chem strategy relies on the
distribution of responsibilities to different partners within the consortium. Among those,
three infrastructure centres (TIB, KIT-SCC, and FIZ) offer, due to their experience and
expertise with chemistry research, the basic infrastructure support. Additional infrastructure
centres (e.g., ITC Aachen, ZIH Dresden) further support the strategy directly by agreeing to
host selected national repositories operated by participants (UzK, UFZ). NFDI4Chem
establishes a strategy based on infrastructure components, software, and services that are
operating on a national level but also international solutions will be included to the overall
strategy by different measures. The concept of NFDI4Chem offers infrastructure for
chemists covering all subdisciplines. To ensure a broad coverage, experts of the
subdisciplines organic chemistry, inorganic chemistry, physical chemistry, polymer
chemistry, biochemistry, pharmaceutical chemistry and computational chemistry are
involved to build NFDI4Chem. In the first funding phase, the components of NFDI4Chem
have a strong focus on those aspects of chemical research that have the greatest need for
catching up in terms of digitisation. While the areas in chemistry, where theoretical
research is predominating the daily work, are already well-positioned at least in terms of
digital data availability, the support of experimentally driven subdisciplines includes
fundamental digitalisation instruments. The proposed concept is a strongly demand- and
user-driven approach, including all components and measures that were identified to be
crucial for FAIR data management and those to be essential to allow RDM customised to
the needs of the subdisciplines. The latter aspect is the most important prerequisite for the
acceptance of the NFDI4Chem by the community. The requirements were identified in the
past two years leading to this proposal by the members of the consortium, feedback of
additional experts in the field and by the outcome of the requirement analysis from different
surveys summarised above. Regular surveys covering the whole community in addition to
a constant contact to the users of the NFDI4Chem infrastructure including road shows and
workshops in universities are key instruments to constantly improve the service portfolio.
The direct communication with scientists via hands-on trainings and live demos ensures
the effective knowledge transfer and the awareness of new services and functions of the
NFDI4Chem infrastructure. Both activities, consulting and training the community, foster
the cultural change in chemistry.

Metadata standards
The FAIR principles developed by the international FORCE11 initiative (Hagstrom 2014)
demand findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable research data. These principles
are an internationally accepted framework of minimum requirements of metadata for an
effective research data management and the foundation of standards and processes to be
developed in NFDI4Chem. Besides human- and machine-readable interoperable
metadata, and standards as key elements of these principles, the integration of persistent
identifiers is a prerequisite for the establishment of such standards and is addressed by
several approaches for quality management concepts. CoreTrustSeal (CTS) – merged
from the former Data Seal of Approval (DSA) and the ICSU World Data System (WDS)
Member Certification, the nestor Seal for Trustworthy Digital Archives, and the ISO 16361
Standard form a three-tier global framework of repository certification. All three concepts
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require persistent provision of metadata. The use of PIDs ensure the quality of metadata
through standardisation, disambiguation of the described entities, as well as permanent
findability, citation and cross-linking of scientific objects and authors. International
standards for referencing have been established in recent years, including the open
standards Digital Object Identifier (DOI) and Open Researcher and Contributor ID
(ORCID). The international consortium DataCite registers DOI and additionally provides
with the DataCite Metadata Schema (DataCite Schema 2019) a core set of domainagnostic properties enabling an accurate and consistent identification of data for citation
and retrieval purposes (Neumann and Brase 2014). To facilitate finding data, the provision
of further discipline-specific metadata is mandatory. The RDA metadata directory lists
chemistry specific metadata developed so far (Standards 2019). This standardisation
process is far from complete and is being further promoted at international level by the
collaborative work between IUPAC Committee on Publications and Cheminformatics Data
Standards (CPCDS) Subcommittee on Cheminformatics Data Standards (SCDS), the
Research Data Alliance (RDA) Chemistry Research Data Interest Group (CRDIG), and the
GO FAIR Chemistry Implementation Network (ChIN). We will closely work with the
respective stakeholders and communities which have initiated the existing metadata
standards and their further development. Several members of the NFDI4Chem consortium
are already embedded in the aforementioned initiatives. Rudimentary metadata about
experimental methods can often be found embedded in the datafile of exchange data
formats like JCAMP or JCAMP-DX. In biocatalytic research FAIR “Standards for Reporting
Enzymology Data" (STRENDA) for data and metadata have been proposed. For NMR
spectroscopic research data NMReDATA is a newly developed standard to report the NMR
assignment and parameters of organic compounds (Pupier et al. 2018). It incorporates
data, metadata, and chemical shift values, signal integrals, intensities, multiplicities, scalar
coupling constants, lists of 2D correlations, relaxation times, and diffusion rates. The file
format is an extension of the existing Structure Data Format and is easily readable by
humans and computers. With respect to the digitisation of all steps in the research
process, the capture of metadata of both generated research data and experimental or
computational methods used, is a central challenge to fully describe provenance and
context of the data (Willoughby et al. 2014). ISA (Sansone et al. 2012) is a successful
metadata standard to capture essential metadata, including the experimental design, the
applied protocols, association between samples, data files and the experimental factors for
further statistical analysis. ISA consists of the ISA-Tab and ISA-Json formats, and a rich
ecosystem of software for creation, management and consumption of ISA metadata.
To guide researchers in reporting metadata, NFDI4Chem will support international
processes for the creation of Minimum Information standards in selected areas of
chemistry. The accepted consensus for a specification of Minimum Information about a
Chemical Investigation (MIChI) will be reached and discussed with the stakeholders
(researchers, infrastructures and journals) and will guide the parameterisation of ISA-Tab
descriptions of studies.
Extensions developed in the context of metabolomics capture the analytical information
such as chemical shift and multiplicity in NMR-based experiments, and m/z, retention
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index, fragmentation and charge for mass spectrometry. Both SMILES or an InChI and
database references are used for reporting metabolites.
NFDI4Chem will embrace these existing data standards and extend them based on
requirements in the chemistry subdisciplines. Together with device vendors, publishers and
our infrastructure developments these will become an integral part of the digital workflow in
chemistry research.

Implementation of the FAIR principles and data quality assurance
The FAIR principles promote data to be Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Re-usable.
FAIR data management is also a necessary condition for exchange with other disciplines a key aspect of the NFDI as a whole. The dissemination and application of FAIR RDM
services and repositories in chemistry is still at the beginning. Reasons are manifold; a lack
of data and metadata standards, insufficient data quality, low data coverage, lack of
efficient digital workflows, lack of search functionalities or scientific acknowledgement for
data publications resulting in low acceptance of RDM services. To address the technical
challenges and to foster acceptance by scientists, data acquisition in FAIR and open data
formats need to be established continuously over the research data lifecycle, beginning at
the earliest point in time in the research process at the lab bench and minimising efforts
that arise with RDM.
In NFDI4Chem, we will work towards a fully FAIR ecosystem of chemical RDM by following
a now well-accepted strategy (Wilkinson et al. 2016).
To be Findable, data in all of our resources will have rich machine-readable (meta)data,
linked with domain-specific and cross-domain vocabularies. Our ELN and device
integration strategy outlined in TA2 will foster the aggregation of rich metadata early in the
data generation process. Repositories within NFDI4Chem will register their datasets at DOI
services like DataCite assigning globally unique and eternally persistent identifiers (DOIs)
to enable indexing in a data catalog to be build for the Search Service in TA6.
To be Accessible, all data will be retrievable by their identifier using HTTP(S) as
standardised communications protocol, which is open, free and universally implementable.
Repositories and services will provide standardised APIs (see TA3). NFDI4Chem
components, all being Open Access, will be using a NFDI-AAI service which allows
authentication and authorisation procedures, where necessary (see TA6).
To be Interoperable, our (meta)data will use a formal, accessible, shared, and broadly
applicable language for knowledge representation (see TA4), which uses vocabularies that
follow FAIR principles and includes qualified references to other (meta)data (see TA6). Like
the minimum information (MI) standards in biology, the chemistry community will develop
MI metadata standards to semantically describe experiments and simulations, molecule
characterisations and others. At the same time, NFDI4Chem will promote open data
formats.
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To be Re-usable, our (meta)data will have accurate and relevant attributes, be released
with a clear and accessible data usage license supported by legal policies and guidelines
defined in TA6, their provenance, and meet domain-relevant community standards. This
information is verified in the data curation process (see TA4). We will enable the reuse of
data to support domain cross-linking, big-data analysis and future artificial intelligence (AI)
methods.
Agreeing on data and metadata standards in a particular research domain is an
international effort where NFDI4Chem input will advance the field. Thus, the effort will be
pursued through collaboration with scientists and standardisation bodies such as the
IUPAC, the Research Data Alliance (RDA) or the GO FAIR initiative. The strong links from
NFDI4Chem to those international organisations are outlined in section 2.4 above.
Quality assurance of data in NFDI4Chem is supported by measures in TA2, TA3 and TA4.
The definition of MI standards allows for automated checks at all steps of the data life
cycle.
At the time of data curation, automatic plausibility checks and data validations can support
the reviewers in the (peer) review process. Data in repositories and databases will be
curated by a mix of automatic and manual quality checks. Last but not least, the re-use of
data enables a quality check by the community, which will be the ultimate corrective
measure for data quality in NFDI4Chem repositories. Details of these measures will be
discussed in the individual task areas that address them.

Services provided by the consortium
NFDI4Chem will develop and implement a coherent service catalog (see Fig. 6) for a
comprehensive, easy access to all services of NFDI4Chem. Additionally, NFDI4Chem
services will be embedded within a NFDI-wide service catalog supporting cross-domain
research. Our services will foster the digitisation of key steps in research workflows starting
from experiment planning, to data acquisition and management to data publication and
thus will promote a digital change towards FAIR data handling. NFDI4Chem services build
on a flexible, modular infrastructure of existing components whose interoperability is
ensured by policies and standards. Software tools will enable the use of infrastructure
components and the operation of the NFDI4Chem services. The services are further
promoted by teaching & training activities, documentation and support will be available via
helpdesk and a NFDI4Chem Knowledge Base. Policies and guidelines for a legally reliable
data management and standards for data, metadata and vocabularies will be the
fundamental building blocks. Repositories, databases and Smart Lab as infrastructure
components as well as other tools and software components of the NFDI4Chem services
will rely on this fundament. The synergy of all services will promote a cultural change in the
handling of research data in chemistry.
The virtual environment of federated repositories for storing, disclosing, searching and reusing research data across distributed data sources, complemented by a Search Service,
Terminology Service and ELN as a service will be the core services of NFDI4Chem,
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NFDI4Chem service catalog.

Databases and repositories that cover the relevant data types used by the NFDI4Chem
community will be included into the envisioned federation of repositories shown in Fig. 7.
Currently, nmrshiftdb2 (Steinbeck and Kuhn 2004, Steinbeck et al. 2003, Kuhn and
Schlörer 2015), hosted at UzK (Cologne), contains datasets for more than 40,000
molecules whose structures, chemical shifts (so far mainly for nuclei 1H and 13C) and
assignments can be accessed for search (e.g. dereplication, similarity, fragments,
structure, signals) or prediction. More recently, deposition of raw data and electronic
assignments in NMReDATA format (Pupier et al. 2018) were included and entries receive
DOI’s to facilitate citation in publications. Data can be exported in various formats,
including as NMReDATA file. The nmrshiftdb2 database can be installed as local repository
in NMR laboratories to improve integrating the workflow of academic chemistry groups via
optional LIMS (Kuhn and Schlörer 2015) functionality. Additional tools were developed to
assist and evaluate spectra assignment to further reduce the barrier of electronic data
processing. It is part of the DFG-funded project IDNMR.
MassBank EU, hosted at UFZ (Leipzig) is the first public repository of mass spectral data
for sharing them among the scientific research community (FAIRsharing.org: MassBank
2016). MassBank data are useful for the chemical identification and structure elucidation of
chemical compounds detected by mass spectrometry. The MassBank spectral data is
hosted in a revision control system with all spectral data and the corresponding meta data
in a human readable record format, and continuous integration (CI) checking record
integrity for each change. Instances of the web interface are hosted at UFZ and IPB, and
can be installed locally as well.
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Figure 7.
Existing services forming the nucleus of the envisioned federation of repositories as part of the
NFDI4Chem infrastructure.

To complement our spectroscopic portfolio we have identified VibSpecDB, a currently
internally utilised database for vibrational spectra (Raman and IR spectra) that is hosted at
FSU (Jena). In the course of this project, VibSpecDB will be integrated into the
NFDI4Chem spectroscopy concept and converted to full open access. Currently, the
database itself features APIs for programming languages like Python or R, but no GUI
based import routines, web-interface or viewers. These functionalities will be developed in
the course of NFDI4Chem and a license as well as access-right management system will
be added to the database forming a repository for vibrational spectra.
The Chemotion Repository covers research data that is assigned to molecules, their
properties and identification as well as reactions and experimental investigations and is
hosted at KIT (Karlsruhe). Scientists are supported in their efforts to handle data in FAIR
manner: The data is stored along with molecule and reaction specific identifiers and DOIassigned data files are given with distinct ontology-supported metadata (Anonymous 2018,
Bräse et al. 2017). The findability of the data is achieved by a text and structure search and
its availability via PubChem. The repository is interoperable with the chemotion ELN with
respect to data transfer, offers export schemes to other systems and data are curated by
automatic checks and a peer reviewing process. The integration of data stored in the
repository to publications was shown with several examples (Jung et al. 2014, Bär et al.
2019, Huang et al. 2018).
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Suprabank, also hosted at KIT (Karlsruhe), is a curated database that provides data on
intermolecular interactions of molecular systems which are not available in other
repositories or databases. SupraBank is mainly aimed at supramolecular and physical
chemists that deal with binding, assembly and interaction phenomena. Molecular
properties are retrieved from PubChem, allowing the correlation of intermolecular
interactions parameters to molecular properties of the interacting components. All
molecules, solvents, and additives are searchable by their chemical identifiers. At present,
the Suprabank stores >1100 curated data sets of intermolecular interaction parameters.
StrendaDB is a repository operated at BI (Frankfurt) for enzymology data providing the
means to ensure that data sets are complete and valid before scientists submit them as
part of a publication. Data entered in the STRENDADB are automatically checked, allowing
users to receive notifications for necessary but missing information. Currently, more than
50 international biochemistry journals already included the STRENDA Guidelines in their
Instructions for Authors.
The NOMAD repository (hosted at FHI, Berlin) enables the confirmatory analysis of
calculated materials data, their reuse, and repurposing. It facilitates research groups to
share and exchange their results, inside a single group or among two or more.
The repositories RADAR (FIZ Karlsruhe) and bwDataArchive (KIT, Karlsruhe) provide
(certified) data archiving services and serve as catch-all repositories.
For the deposition of crystallographic data, NFDI4Chem will collaborate with the CSD
(CCDC, Cambridge) for organic structures and for the ICSD (FIZ Karlsruhe) for inorganic
structures. Both repositories, although being commercial, are established in the community
and serve as a standard host for crystallographic data. The interoperability of both
infrastructures with NFDI4Chem will be established during the funding period (see LoS).
In addition to the described infrastructure components in Germany, other international
repositories and databases such as ChemSpider (molecule and physicochemical data),
PubChem (molecule data, vendor and toxicology information), and ChEMBL (bioactivity
data) will be connected.
The Repository Services are complemented by a Search Service and a Terminology
Service (see TA6). The Search Service facilitates the access to all the resources available
in the NFDI4Chem core and associated repositories. It will be built on a metadata catalog
and provide a semantically harmonized access to the federated repositories based on the
standardisation efforts for chemistry disciplines. Chemistry-specific search options include
molecular structure and properties search. This approach will be combined with
interconsortia harmonisations measures allowing not only cross-repository, but also crossdomain data discovery. The NFDI4Chem portal realises the concept of a single point of
entry to NFDI4Chem services and further information. The Search Service, the knowledge
base or the helpdesk will be provided via the portal. The Terminology Service will provide
machine-readable and human-readable descriptions of research data, thus enabling
researchers and components of NFDI4Chem and NFDI to access, curate and update
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vocabularies for chemistry and related domains. Terminologies will be developed by
community driven workshops and will be continuously extended to cover the needs of all
relevant subdisciplines. In addition to the Repository Services, the components of the
NFDI4Chem as well as the services, in particular the Smart Lab will integrate the
Terminology Service to ensure the semantic description of the data with standardised
vocabularies.
The Smart Lab, as part of the infrastructure, fosters data workflows from devices towards
repositories in the federation. It integrates software components that are necessary
requirements to build the NFDI4Chem services as well as an ELN that is provided as open
source software component and as a service. Crucial building blocks for almost all
NFDI4Chem services, but of special importance for the Smart Lab, are software and tools.
The drawing, processing and visualisation of chemical structures is an important part of a
chemical data infrastructure that enables comprehensive search, identification, quality
assurance and curation of datasets in chemistry. Widely used software libraries such as
Chemistry Development Kit (CDK), RDKit, OpenBabel support these functionalities. CDK
(Willighagen et al. 2017), a Java library for cheminformatics is used in hundreds of
software projects around the globe, which originated in the lab of Christoph Steinbeck.
Software tools such as Ketcher editor, ChemSpectra, NMReDATA components, JSMol and
KNIME will be additional components of the NFDI4Chem services. The Ketcher editor
allows to draw chemical structures, supports templates and symbols for planning and
processing of solid phase synthesis (Kotov et al. 2018), and tools for drawing complex
molecules such as organometallic compounds. For the visualisation of spectral data, the
Steinbeck lab developed the SpeckTackle widget and library (Beisken et al. 2015), which is
used for spectrum visualisation in MassBank EU und will be used in further spectroscopic
developments in NFDI4Chem in combination with ChemSpectra, a software to visualise
and analyse spectroscopic data with integrated solutions for IR (Infrared), MS (Mass), and
one dimensional 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy. Ketcher, ChemSpectra and SpeckTackle
(provided by participants) will be improved and adapted during the funding period to be
embedded into the NFDI4Chem components and services where appropriate. Device
integration and data transfer are also part of the Smart Lab. The first solutions for
seamless data transfer from devices to ELN already exist among the consortium members
(Kuhn and Schlörer 2015). Solutions for smaller lab devices (e.g. balances) have been
elaborated (Lütjohann et al. 2015, Lütjohann et al. 2014). Concepts for the availability of
data coming from analytical lab devices, for instance, were proposed (Potthoff et al. 2014,
Potthoff et al. 2019). These solutions will be generalised and expanded to more lab
devices with the ambitious aim of building a comprehensive library of such device
integrations. As this is a cross-cutting topic among lab-based experimental research,
NFDI4Chem will join forces with related consortia to achieve this goal.
The ELN supports scientists in collecting, managing, storing, analysing, and sharing data
as a preparatory step to disclose data via a repository. NFDI4Chem will extend today’s
notion of ELN by complementing its core functions with additional features (see software
tools and libraries), thus broadening the scope of the ELN to a digital research
environment. The ELN will be designed as an open, modular platform, combined with
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concepts to handle device integration and to transfer data interoperably to repositories or
databases. It will offer interfaces to external sources and web services. The ELN to be
developed covers the needs of multiple subdisciplines of chemistry. NFDI4Chem has
chosen Chemotion ELN as reference service but will also consider other ELN used by the
community (e.g. ElabFTW, Open Enventory). Chemotion ELN provides generic
management tools as well as extensive functionalities for workflows in organic chemistry
(Tremouilhac et al. 2017, Jung et al. 2017). Its interoperability has been demonstrated with
well-known databases like SciFinder and PubChem and the embedded visualisation of
predicted NMR data via NMRdb.org. The Chemotion ELN is listed by several international
services (Electronic Lab Notebooks, HMS 2019, Douglas 2017), is scrutinised in current
(not domain-specific) initiatives aiming to review the most relevant ELNs for a broad roll-out
(Schultze-Motel 2018), is presented on international conferences (Jung 2019), and was
mentioned recently as a best practice example in Adam and Lindstädt (2019). Other
projects, such as the BMBF-funded NanoS-QM project, have selected Chemotion-ELN to
test a consistent data management in the highly interdisciplinary field of nano-safety
research. The Chemotion ELN will be provided as continuously updated open source
software with full documentation. All described functions of the ELN are part of the ELN as
a Service. The centrally hosted offering (KIT-SCC) addresses those scientists working
interdisciplinary or in smaller chemistry groups who do not have access to a suitable IT
facility or data centre which could run a local ELN instance for them. An ELN as a Service
provides these scientists with an easy way to work in accordance with the FAIR principles.
At the same time, the ELN as a Service as a Service serves as an instance for teaching
and training purposes (see TA5). To support digital data management as early as possible
in the scientific career, the ELN as a Service is available for practical courses in all
subdisciplines of chemistry, and in particular suitable for those that are involved in the
development of the software in M2.3.
A cultural change in data handling and management in chemistry, as envisaged by
NFDI4Chem, is necessary to implement the FAIR data principles. This change is an
ambitious undertaking, in particular as new software and instruments have to be
introduced, new workflows have to be established and the overall behaviour of the daily
work has to be changed. NFDI4Chem will support the scientists in this process with a
service for Teaching and Training and a Helpdesk to foster acceptance and use of the
community. The teaching and training team is of high importance to foster the general
acceptance of the infrastructure and to enable the scientists to use the components of the
infrastructure in the right manner. NFDI4Chem will teach scientists about how to use the
provided infrastructure for digitalised work according to the FAIR data principles and will
raise awareness for its importance. The training team will explain the details of the single
components of NFDI4Chem, and will train the use of especially the ELN and the
repositories including the data transfer methods. The team will plan roadshows and will be
available on request, offering not only theoretical advice but live demo sessions with the
centrally hosted ELN and its functions.
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Besides NFDI4Chem services, we will further build on NFDI services relevant to
NFDI4Chem like the AAI-service for user authentication and authorisation, and on multidisciplinary services like DataCite (via the TIB), ORCID, and Re3Data.
Contingency measures
The reliable and sustainable operation of the services provided by NFDI4Chem is of great
importance for their acceptance by researchers. Extensive and multifaceted contingency
measures are therefore planned.
Long-term data availability is boosted by the use of standardised data formats. In addition
to the definition of such data formats, the consortium will also provide data converters and
software components for the generation, viewing and verification of these formats. This is
supported by the development of curation criteria that ensure data quality (see TA4).
Central databases and repositories are supported both technically and organisationally in
successfully passing certification (Core Trust Seal) and thus demonstrating their
sustainability (see TA3). The repository operators thereby draw on the expertise of
experienced infrastructure facilities. These facilities also offer established services for the
long-term archiving of research data. At the same time, the consortium develops exit
strategies for repositories and provides resources for data rescue in order to preserve
important but no longer maintained data sets by transferring them to central repositories.
As software plays an increasingly important role in the digital transformation of chemistry,
sustainable software design and software quality are important aspects. We will foster
a modular software architecture with standardised components for reuse in multiple
services provided by the consortium and beyond. We introduce Continuous Integration (CI)
and Continuous Delivery (CD) processes in order to provide always workable and tested
software in short development cycles even with distributed software development across
the many participants. NFDI4Chem will broaden the knowledge of state-of-the-art software
design and software quality by organising workshops in cooperation with the German
chapter of the Association of Research Software Engineers (see LoS of de-RSE and R.
Reussner). All software created in NFDI4Chem is developed as open source software and
is published under OSI-compliant licenses on public repositories such as GitHub.
Extensive and good documentation both of source code and of services as well as training
for developers and users contribute to the growth of active communities that ensure the
ongoing maintenance and further development of the services.
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Work Programme
Overview of task areas
Table 1
Table 1.
Overview of task areas
Task Area

Measures

Responsible Co-Spokesperson(s)

Management

M1.1 - M1.4

Christoph Steinbeck

Smart Lab

M2.1 - M2.6

Nicole Jung

Repositories

M3.1 - M3.4

Felix Bach, Matthias Razum

Standards

M4.1 - M4.5

Steffen Neumann, Christoph Steinbeck

Community Involvement and Training

M5.1 - M5.6

Sonja Herres-Pawlis, Johannes Liermann

Synergies

M6.1 - M6.4

Oliver Koepler

Task Area 1: Management
Description and General Objectives: TA1 provides adequate and lean leadership and
support to all Task Areas in achieving their objectives. The highly collaborative and
distributed nature of NFDI4Chem calls for an effective management structure and a sound
decision making process to be in place, to ensure: efficient planning and controlling of
project activities, seamless communication across partners, robust and transparent
decision making, balance multiple responsibilities and competing priorities of consortium
partners, prompt reporting and finally, successful project delivery. The overall management
structure is illustrated in Fig. 1. The details of the distinct levels and responsibilities of the
management are discussed below.
The Project Office (PO) is located at the Friedrich-Schiller-University (FSU) in Jena where
space and facilities are available for administrative purposes. The PO supports the Project
Speaker as well as the steering committee in the day-to-day operational management of
the project and handles the administrative management, the compliance to contractual
obligations of the Consortium Agreement and the correct dissemination and exploitation of
the project results. The PO is also responsible for the appropriate communication with the
consortium and the DFG and will handle the financial administration and safeguard the
adequate execution of the project budget. The PO will manage and monitor the project
progress in order to meet the project objectives, handling time and resource constraints
appropriately.
The PO is headed by Prof. Steinbeck and consists of the project management team with a
project manager exclusively hired for this project, and experienced staff from the FSU
administrative and financial team, the FSU funding coordinator Dr. Margull and the FSU
press office as required during the course of the project. The PO members guarantee
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adequate administrative project controlling, coordination of the reporting, take care of
financial and budgetary matters.
To summarize, the objectives of TA1 are:
O1.1: Efficiently manage the consortium activities to maximise NFDI4Chem's impact. If
necessary, handling time and resource adjustments appropriately.
O1.2: Organise and document all NFDI4Chem services, consortium, advisory board
and stakeholder meetings and decision making processes, as well as regular staff
exchanges between the NFDI4Chem partners in collaboration with our consortium
partners.
O1.3: Safeguard compliance with the contractual obligations of the Governance
Model and correct dissemination and exploitation of the project results.
O1.4: Manage central funds to react to necessary future project extensions.
These objectives will be pursued through the following measures:
Measure 1.1: Overall legal, contractual, ethical, financial and administrative
management of the consortium
Goals: Ensure the legal and financial operation of the consortium
Description: This measure will deal with the management of the project funding and the
monitoring of the decision-making procedures, always in compliance with contractual
obligations under the consortium agreement.
Task 1.1.1 Negotiate and conclude a consortium agreement with all partners
A consortium agreement will be negotiated with all partners to ensure a legally sound
distribution of funding from the funder via the FSU to all co-applicants and participants. The
consortium agreement will further set the framework for the successful project
implementation and sets out the rights and obligations between the partners.
Task 1.1.2 Transfer of annual budget to partners. Retrieve and collate reports on the
use of financial resources by partners
Based on the transfer agreement negotiated above, the FSU administration will ensure
timely and correct transfer of funds to all partners. We will also collect all information for the
reporting required by the DFG.
Task 1.1.3 Maintain communications with the NFDI headquarter and the DFG
This task comprises regular reporting to and communication with the DFG and the NFDI
headquarters. Reporting to the DFG will adhere to their rules of resource usage
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Deliverables: (D1.1.1) Consortium Agreement Document, (D1.1.2) Report on resource
usage by partners, (D1.1.3) Open documentation of NFDI cross-cutting activities related to
NFDI4Chem on portal.
Measure 1.2: Coordination at consortium level of the technical, outreach, training
and cross-cutting activities of the project
Goals: Ensure the timely and precise execution of the work plan through effective and
agile management of a highly distributed project.
Description: The NFDI4Chem speaker, assisted by the project manager for day-to-day
management of the project, will be closely monitoring and coordinating the activities of the
consortium based on the work plan laid out in this proposal.
Task 1.2.1 Organise and document consortium and TA meetings
As part of this task, we will organize monthly tele-meetings (Skype, Hangouts, phone) of
the NFDI4Chem steering committee. Discussions and decisions will be minuted. We will
invite national and international collaborating PI’s to participate if needed. Technical
teleconferences of the Task Area participants and leads will be held separately and
likewise individually documented.
Task 1.2.2 Organise and document advisory board meetings for NFDI4Chem
In close coordination with our learned societies, we will form the Advisory Boards (ABs)
described above and maintain communication with the ABs through meetings which will be
held at least bi-annually. ABs will be invited to join the annual consortium meetings
organised in this TA. AB’s will be consulted for advice on questions of strategic importance
for NFDI4Chem and their advice will be evaluated within the consortia and with
neighboring consortia as well as used to steer the future directions of NFDI4Chem.
Task 1.2.3 Day-to-day management of the NFDI4Chem project
This task will be dedicated to the execution of the work plan as laid out in this proposal. At
the beginning of the project we will produce a detailed project plan which will include a list
of success indicators to monitor during the whole project, as well as the data we will gather
that will help in assessing its impact. These indicators and metrics will be reported at least
in the annual reports. It will organise, focus, continually motivate, and empower the project
staff to do their work. It will perform controlling of the project, by tracking the work and
comparing it and results against the this work plan. It will use information from these
tracking efforts to make changes to plans when the information suggests that a change is
called for. It will continuously monitor project risks and mitigate them if necessary.
Deliverables: (D1.2.1) Continuously updated protocols and minutes of consortium and TA
meetings, (D1.2.2) Minutes of Advisory Board meetings published on portal, (D1.2.3) Open
project plan continuously updated on portal
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Measure 1.3: Coordination of knowledge management, Internet Publishing System
and other innovation-related activities
Goal: The consortium, the NFDI as a whole, and the chemistry community will be
holistically informed about the work of NFDI4Chem
Description: Efficient, complete and accessible information about NFDI4Chem’s work,
progress and results will be maintained and disseminated via our internet publishing
system and social media. This will allow our users and stakeholders, the consortium, the
NFDI as a whole as well as the wider public to evaluate our progress and best use our
services.
Task 1.3.1 Develop, maintain and host an informative portal
The NFDI4Chem portal at https://www.nfdi4chem.de/ will be developed and maintained in
close coordination with the project’s community and training activities (e. g., T5.2.1 and
T5.3.1). A corporate design for NFDI4Chem will be developed. The NFDI4Chem portal is
the single point of access for user services and information. Most prominently, it will
provide access to the catalogue of services provided by NFDI4Chem. Secondly, a
Knowledge Base (see T5.3.1) with documentations, resolutions, work-arounds and best
practices for the NFDI4Chem services and tools will support both helpdesk staff and users.
Each tool will be well documented and accompanied by didactically structured online
manuals and multimedia web-tutorials.Thirdly, users will find help through a ticketing
system by the RDM helpdesk unit (see T5.3.4)
For the consortium, the portal allows for content management by the partners, and
employs additional components e.g. for supporting intranet, calendar, portal searches as
well as advanced analytics, functional testing, communication via mailing lists.
Task 1.3.2 Develop and maintain full documentation of all NFDI4Chem activies
The policies, standards and workflows developed in this endeavour will be formally
documented and published in the form of manuals, white papers and recommendations.
Any document created under this umbrella will be released under a Creative Commons
License to allow for barrier-free dissemination.
Deliverables: (D1.3.1) The NFDI4Chem portal, (D1.3.2) Accessible documentation on
NFDI4Chem portal
Measure 1.4: Organise and coordinate centrally managed funds for future project
extensions
Goals: Enable NFDI4Chem to react to new and unforseen developments in the national
RDM landscape.
Description: We will reserve 5 FTE annually as centrally managed funds to react to new
developments in the community which need to be integrated into NFDI4Chem. A possible
scenario, for example, is the successful funding of a database project by DFG LIS funding,
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which then needs to be integrated into NFDI4Chem. The project leader can then apply for
a number of person months to fund this integration. Calls for lightweight proposals will be
held regularly. These proposals for cost-neutral project extensions will be reviewed
by the DFG.
Task 1.4.1 Organise future project extensions
TA1 will regularly review, in cooperation with all NFDI4Chem partners and the community,
the need for cost-neutral project extensions to integrate novel and unforeseen
developments in to the NFD4Chem. This will be further supported by the innovation
incubator organised by measure 5.5. The resulting proposals to the DFG will be
lightweight, the amount of person month granted will typically be suited for the adoption of
an already externally funded project to NFDI4Chem-agreed standards and technologies.
Proposals will be evaluated by the DFG.
Deliverables: (D1.4.1) Report on required project extensions. List of funded projects
published on portal
Measure 1.5: Overseeing the promotion of Equal Opportunity in the project
Goals: Ensure that minorities and female researchers are provided with equal
opportunities in the project.
Description: Equal opportunities are a central part of the staff development strategy in
modern institutions. This comprises the support of recognised minorities in general and
female researchers in particular. Data Science, Cheminformatics, and even more so
computer science experience an under-representation of female developers and
researchers. The promotion of equal opportunity for minorities in science is therefore an
important component of NFDI4Chem management.
Task 1.5.1 Promote and optimize equal opportunity measures across NFDI4Chem
We will collect and report information about efforts to improve the provision of equal
opportunity across the project. Based on this information we will constantly aim to improve
our way of working and advertising towards better provision of equal opportunity.
Risks and Mitigation Strategies
This proposal is mostly concerned with the development of infrastructure, software, APIs,
containerised tools and workflows in Chemistry, as well as their interaction with
infrastructures and services in the NFDI as a whole and beyond (such as the EOSC). The
expertise of the scientists within the NFDI4Chem consortium is excellent and suitable for
these tasks. The leadership has a strong track record for delivering excellent results in
large scale projects on time. The structure of the grant proposal is simple and tight,
allowing straightforward assessment of progress and giving confidence that the objectives
of the grant will be reached. The tasks described are very concrete and measurable and
based on previous well-defined achievements of the partners. Unlike fundamental
research, where there are many unknown outcomes, the partners have previous
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experience in all of the proposed work and are confident that it can be completed in time.
We are aware of typical risks in such developments, which are delayed developments,
unstable and unsuitable software and the inability of partners to make concerted and wellaccepted decisions. The specific technical and management risks have been declared in
detail in tables in the individual task areas.
The partners are known to be willing to engage in the culture of Open Science, Open
Source, and Open Standards, as well as knowledge, policy and data sharing. The actual
development of infrastructure components and services and even whole infrastructures
has been exercised by the consortium members.
All partners contribute to the key task areas on repository provision and supporting
activities. The challenge is to get the NFDI4Chem services accepted and used by the
community. A central component to ensure that our NFDI4Chem is widely accepted and
used is TA5, where our partners as well as the wider community will be engaged and
supported to use and develop for our services. (Table 2)
Table 2.
Table to Task Area 1: Management.
Description of management risks

Proposed risk-mitigation measures

RM1: Ambitious scale. Coordinating a project
requiring many different expertises across institutions
needs in a vivid scientific field. A loss of focus could
lead to poor delivery.
Likelihood: Low

Frequent internal electronic and video communication of
the SC, the Annual review process at the stakeholder
meetings and review by the NFDI and DFG, which will track
progress.
TA(s) involved: All

RM2: Competitive labour market. Difficulties in
hiring of skilled staff in a highly competitive job market
might be a risk. Computer Scientists with expertise in
infrastructure development and distributed computing
are under very high international demand.
Likelihood: Medium

The project will need to have enough time between the
funding decision and its start to scout actively for suitable
candidates, and international job advertisements in
traditional channels and social media. In addition to that
several of the partners have already identified possible
candidates for their staff positions
TA(s) involved: TA2, TA3, TA4.

Task Area 2: Smart Lab
Description and Objectives
The overarching aim of the task area 2 “Smart Lab” is to develop and provide a modular
virtual lab environment of concepts, services and software for fully digitalised research data
management workflows within NFDI4Chem. The modular approach of the software design
with open interfaces is a key aspect enabling flexible combinations with alternative
NFDI4Chem or external services. TA2 will also strongly feed into the subsequent task
areas through the development of software components and design decisions that will be
adopted by TA3 services. TA2 will help to investigate requirements of subdisciplines in
chemistry which fill fertilise developments both in TA3, TA4 and beyond. Procedures
documented in TA2 will feed into the overall knowledge base developed in TA5. We have
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therefore given TA2 more room to exemplify the careful and detailed approach that we will
take in all NFDI4Chem developments. The work of TA2 will span solutions from data
acquisition with different devices, the collection of experimental or computational data, the
capture of metadata as well as management and analysis of data and its preparation for
further storage in repositories or a publication in scientific journals (Fig. 8). TA2 will aim to
solve the technological challenges that currently hinder the digital availability, storage and
seamless transfer of data in chemistry laboratories. The availability of FAIR data, enables
the transfer of the data to repositories and databases for the scientist through standardised
interfaces. All measures will be elaborated in close collaboration among participating
scientists, developers and institutions. The Smart Lab with full device integration requires a
decentralised architecture and institutional hosting. The results of the measures of TA2 are
therefore rolled out as software packages (see T2.4.1) to be installed and operated in the
different research institutions. This rollout is supported by a technical helpdesk (second
level support) for on-site or remote technical support (see M2.2) and a teaching and
training team (see T5.3.2, T5.3.3). Alternatively NFDI4Chem will provide a centrally hosted
virtual lab environment, an ELN as a service (see M2.4) where institutional hosting
is not viable.

Figure 8.
Components of TA2, Smart Lab, and connection to TA3: Seamless data transfer from devices
via the ELN to repositories. Grey panels: modular software plugins, orange panels: modular
software plugins for ELN and repositories, blue panels: software developed for the ELN. OC,
IC, PC, PolyCC and AC represent the modules of the subdisciplines to be developed (see list
of abbreviations in the last section of the Grant Proposal and the table to it).

To summarize, the objectives of TA2 are:
O2.1: Enable digitalisation of processes in chemistry as a prerequisite to obtain FAIR data.
O2.2: Development of a digital research environment (Smart Lab) that provides all
functions to collect, manage, store, analyze and share data.
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O2.3: Offering an ELN (as part of the Smart Lab), designed as a modular platform that
allows to integrate devices, to use external sources of information and to transfer data to
repositories.
O2.4: Development and installation of tools for all subdisciplines in chemistry to facilitate
digital RDM according to the FAIR data principles.
O2.5: Making the components of the Smart Lab available to all scientists in Germany which
are currently missing suitable means to manage data in a FAIR manner.
TA2 will contribute in particular to key objective 2: minimum information (MI) standards for
data and machine-readable metadata, and key objective 3: Smart Laboratory
Environments by the following measures:
Measure 2.1: Device integration and management
Goals:
1.
2.

Develop flexible and modular Open Source solutions to integrate scientific devices
which are added to a digital workflow.
The developments should be available in all research institutes that miss suitable
solutions for device integration so far.

Description: Devices play a pivotal role in an experimental work environment in chemistry
labs. They are used for the conduction of experiments, the recording of data and the
analysis of results. Common examples are gas and liquid chromatography, NMR, UV or IR
spectroscopy and mass spectrometry. Besides, each subdomain in chemistry uses specific
equipment. The diversity of the used devices is large and their integration into a digital
workflow is challenging. Many instruments used in academia are legacy devices with
outdated software/operating systems or missing webinterfaces.
The depicted challenges will be met by three strategies addressing risks and uncertainties
in the adoption of solutions by users, the dynamics of such an adoption as well as support,
or lack thereof, that we receive from device manufacturers for our work: Strategy A will
propose a solution for the desired device integration in the short term independent of other
stakeholders. Strategy B will rely on the installation of standardised processes for the
seamless transfer of data from devices to other units of the digital lab environment.
Important stakeholders such as manufacturers of devices will be involved. Strategy C
complements the solutions towards the NFDI4Chem workflow by the integration of open
source LIMS systems.
Task 2.1.1 Strategy A, part 1: Central data availability
The access to centrally stored data is a prerequisite to further transfer, convert, analyze
and manage data. By Strategy A, a data transfer strategy from devices to a central
institute’s server will be defined and elaborated. The processes will work for a diverse set
of possible devices that may be connected to different networks depending on the
institution where the devices are located. Due to the very different requirements of the
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necessary solutions, the outcome will be a set of categories and processes depending on
the digitalisation level that the device allows. The level categories will range from 0, i.e. no
integration to digitalisation strategy, to 10, full integration possible, showing the ability for a
seamless integration and the processes to be applied. The results will be disseminated via
a service catalogue, a registry for open source solutions established by M6.3. The
solutions to be developed will be set up in a similar manner with respect to the work
described previously (Potthoff et al. 2019, Lütjohann et al. 2015), providing improved,
reworked processes and a comprehensive incorporation of all workflows. In particular, the
device and vendor-dependent options to store data on different locations need to be
extended systematically to cover the currently applied systems in chemistry labs. The
solutions will be developed in a generic manner, if possible. If customized solutions have to
be developed for special devices and vendors, the TA2 team will prioritize efforts based on
the evaluation of the NFDI4Chem user surveys.
Task 2.1.2 Strategy A, part 2: Data management
Routines to monitor new incoming data on the registered data server(s) and assignment of
the data to the responsible scientists will be implemented. A clear and diverse UI offering a
fast organisation of the incoming data will be developed, as well as an optional function to
automatically assign the data not only to scientists but also directly to the experiment,
including the generation of an additional, manipulation-resistant backup of the transferred
data. The developments will be embedded into the UI of the ELN developed in T2.2.1, to
provide a user friendly application according to the principles of LIMS.
Task 2.1.3 Strategy B: Development of standards and interfaces for data exchange
with devices
NFDI4Chem will push the process of standardisation of data storage, data transfer and
open interfaces with members of TA2, TA4, and TA6 and in cooperation with e.g. the RDA,
Pistoia Alliance, and Allotrope Foundation. By bringing together the important stakeholders
on a national level and proposing solutions to the processes that are important in the
context of NFDI4Chem, T2.1.3 will prepare solutions for device integration on an
overarching level. Within Strategy B (‘device interoperability’, T2.1.3), the installation of
standardised processes for the seamless transfer of data from lab devices including simple
balances and complex analytical instruments will be fostered.
Task 2.1.4 Strategy C: Using synergies by connecting open source LIMS
Strategy C will integrate open source LIMS solutions to the NFDI4Chem workflow to be
used complementary to the more general approach to data availability and management
described in T2.1.1 and T2.1.2. Suitable LIMS systems will be selected after a short
evaluation phase of the currently available open source systems according to criteria such
as device integration and interoperability with other software like the ELN-software to be
used in NFDI4Chem (Mu 2018). Centrally managed funds (see T1.4.1) will be used to
support the best model to integrate either already available LIMS or a novel innovative
approach to meet the requirements of the users. The software can be used on the one
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hand to manage devices, e. g. to place and queue analysis requests and to track samples
(remote functions & automation) and, on the other hand, to transfer and manage the
results in form of analytical information.
Deliverables: (D2.1.1) List of devices of the subdomains that are covered by the data
transfer protocol, (D2.1.2) Management system for device data is released to GitHub,
(D2.1.3) Important manufacturers agree on a common strategy for data storage and
transfer via standardised protocols, (D2.1.4) A management system for sample interactions
and transfer visualizing the status of all samples is implemented.
Measure 2.2: Establishment of the Electronic Lab Notebook (ELN)
Goals:
1.
2.
3.

Extension and improvement of the functionality of the Chemotion ELN as a
component of the open, modular virtual lab environment.
Efficient coordination and teaching of the decentralised ELN development team and
management and review of all source code contributions.
Adapt the current open source code basis to FAIR data management.

Description: Within M2.2, the core software of the ELN will be defined, improved,
extended and continuously upgraded. The ELN will be developed based on the existing
open source software Chemotion-ELN (Tremouilhac et al. 2017, Kotov et al. 2018) which
was chosen after an evaluation of the currently existing open source solutions for RDM
(Adam and Lindstädt 2019, Tremouilhac et al. 2017). The developments will ensure, along
with the subdiscipline-specific adaptations of the ELN software in M2.3, the suitability of the
ELN for a broad chemistry user community and its acceptance by the scientists.
Furthermore, the work of M2.2. will include all tasks to guarantee the sustainability of the
created software and the quality of the outcome of the source code which has to be
merged from the contributions of many programmers. The M2.2 team will implement and
improve the main features to enable FAIR data management and the capture of metadata,
provenance and context of research data as early as possible in the data process by using
the proposed ELN. The resulting ELN platform serves as a basis for all further
improvements and additions by the community or other NFDI4Chem working groups and is
understood as an offer to those scientists that are currently searching for an ELN.
NFDI4Chem develops this tool as a best practice solution fostering FAIR data
management in every lab. In addition, the proposed ELN offers a fast solution to publish
and share data in NFDI4Chem supported repositories.
Task 2.2.1 Basic ELN structure, coordination of sub-tasks
Here, the basic ELN structure will be created and maintained, the sub-tasks elaborated by
the subdisciplines will be coordinated core developer team at the KIT and merged and
general implementation for all subdisciplines will be developed. The results of the M2.1,
M2.3, M2.5, and M2.6 will be reviewed and merged to the main code. T2.2.1 additionally
ensures the quality of the developments in TA2 and the establishment and preservation of
the necessary expertise within the development team. The T2.2.1 ELN team will be
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responsible for the training of programmers who will become part of the developer’s group.
Furthermore, the core ELN team will coordinate and merge the documentation of the
developments ensuring a sustainable software development. The integration of an NFDIwide AAI into the services of NFDI4Chem will be covered as soon as the consortia agreed
on this cross-cutting topic. In parallel, a detailed role management including options for
support and possible administration by NFDI4Chem staff will be developed in cooperation
with T6.3.2. An advanced definition of user settings for UI, data storage options, computing
resources for the creation of a “customized” ELN will be designed. Further, the ELN will
support the terminology service developed in M6.1 to ensure the semantic enrichment of
the data in the ELN for all subdomains. The usability of the ELN will be improved by a data
file versioning tool that allows the versioning of data directly in the ELN even if proprietary
software is used to open and edit the files. The trustability of the ELN will be fostered by
the implementation of electronic signatures for all processes to be managed in the ELN. A
comprehensive audit trail recording will be integrated.
Task 2.2.2 Generic implementations relevant to all subdomains
In this task, the ELN software will be complemented by advanced RDM tools for nonstandardised processes such as experiments in interdisciplinary projects or the integration
of computational data. To enhance customization of the ELN, user-defined additional
entities (main working elements of the ELN), will be established. According to the user’s
requests, additional open source tools, such as an annotation tool for images have to be
included. Data converters developed in T4.3.2 will be integrated, including UI and backend
processes, to convert incoming data automatically according to TA4 standards. The
standardised data and metadata can be transferred to and used by additional storage and
computing resources. To this end, the necessary UIs and protocols will be developed. With
respect to the connection of storage options, interfaces to NFDI4Chem and international
repositories are of importance. An automated repository advisor will propose the transfer of
data to a suitable repository. Also chemistry specific requirements, such as the
coordination and collection of a well-curated reagents database for all subdomains in
chemistry including toxicity data, safety sheets and physical data that is available by
extracting or connecting external databases are elaborated in T2.2.2. To enable
communication between different users of the ELN messenger, notification and
commenting tools are added and a feedback button for the communication of ELN-users
with the development team will be created (to be implemented for ELN as a Service, see
M2.4 and T5.1.1). Over the whole funding period, the UI of the ELN will be further adapted
to the most common browsers and non-standard screen resolutions. In addition, helper
tools have to be added to guide new users through the functionality of the ELN.
Task 2.2.3 Technical helpdesk (second level support)
A second level support will be formed by the technical helpdesk in TA2 receiving user
requests by the general helpdesk installed in TA5. The technical helpdesk will solve all
technical issues (installation, set up, maintenance and use) of the admins or users with
respect to the ELN, the device integration modules and will answer questions with respect
to software requirements and issues. The technical helpdesk will support by remote
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assistance and -if necessary- by on-site support, guaranteeing that the concept of
NFDI4Chem will be successful, independent of the expertise of individual institutions with
respect to technical issues.
Deliverables: (D2.2.1) Ten releases of ELN code, (D2.2.2) documentation is available via
Knowledge Base (TA5) and can be re-used by teaching team, (D2.2.3) Establishment of
the technical helpdesk (second level support).
Measure 2.3: Development and extension of subdomain specific ELN functions
Goals: Adaptation of the NFDI4Chem proposed ELN by developing modules and
associated features that are necessary for a broad adoption of ELN in subdomains of
chemistry research.
Description: The extension of the ELN to the subdisciplines of chemistry has to reflect the
needs to enable FAIR data management with respect to the standards developed in TA4,
the overall strategy and dependencies of NFDI4Chem and the interoperability of all
services (see Figs 6, 8). The RDM and scientific extensions will be elaborated by working
groups formed by different scientific users and advisors. The subdisciplines represented in
this TA were selected based on the number of members in the respective divisions in the
German Chemical Society and by maximizing the diversity of their domain-specific
requirements.
One developer, assigned to one of the scientific members of the working group, will realize
the required extensions. The scientific users consist of representatives of at least three
groups (additional members of the project groups see LoS) from different institutions with a
different research focus to ensure an equal representation of the defined needs. Additional
requirements to be included will be continuously gained by the outcome of the community
surveys (see TA5). The working group is organized through regular meetings where the
ELN developer team (see M2.4) as well as TA4 and TA5 are involved. The developments
will be designed, wherever possible, as a library or plug-ins allowing the re-use in other
software applications and services. All new modules will be fully compatible to enable a
flexible combination of the available modules (guaranteed by software testing and CI). The
preliminary developments and parallel additional support by other projects such as the
science data center (Bräse and Nestler 2019) will accelerate the availability of “userappreciated features” on top of the mandatory infrastructure, creating an ELN software that
scientists enjoy to use. Advanced functions will create incentives for the user such as faster
access to data or access to additional calculated, predicted or retrieved information
(examples see T5.5.2) (Materials Project 2019). The working groups’ interactions will be
coordinated by T2.2.1. All subdisciplines will include measures for quality control based on
the already available quality control features of the ELN that will be closely coordinated
with measure 4.1. The requirements analysis performed for defining the needs of measure
2.3 will inform the developments of MI standards for the respective subdisciplines
and vice versa.
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Task 2.3.1 Subdiscipline Organic Chemistry
For the subdiscipline Organic Chemistry (OC), data visualisation, assignment and
annotation options will be generated for reactions that include several reaction steps. This
feature is important for the generation of oligomeric structures with well-known but often
repeated reactions with certain building blocks that are used in peptide or oligonucleotide
synthesis. It is also necessary for the documentation of reactions with unknown or labile
intermediates not to be represented as a single molecule. Additionally, a workflow scheme
has to be designed that summarizes the reaction path of multistep reactions (summary of a
synthetic sequence such as a total synthesis) in a flexible manner, giving a schematic
overview to be annotated (and exported) for internal documentation or publication. The
basic calculation tools referring to the information in the reaction table and the analytical
results have to be extended by calculation tools. Parameter descriptions will be amplified
(e.g., temperature single value/range to be extended to a temperature profile with
annotations). An analytical data manager will be developed, reflecting the needs to
manage different sets of analyses for different samples of the same target molecules.
Task 2.3.2 Subdiscipline Inorganic Chemistry
The needs of Inorganic Chemistry (IC) differ substantially from OC in the requirements for
structure representations (with respect to the application in catalysis or organometallic
complexes with multiple bonding schemes) and for specific ELN functions e.g. with respect
to kinetic investigations. The current manual documentation tradition in IC does not allow a
consequent standardised structure representation, reactions consisting of many steps
including time resolved data acquisition are hard to record and a correct annotation of the
data without digitalised workflows is not feasible. An adaptation of the ELN includes
therefore
1.
2.
3.

the extension by specific documentation, calculation and visualisation requirements
in catalysis,
the implementation of a module for kinetic measurements and
the improvement of the open source structure editor Ketcher (see T2.5.1)
integrated in the ELN.

Predefined template sheets for substrate and condition screening experiments, advanced
tagging methods, easy to visualize time-vs-conversion plotting tools will be developed, as
well as a multi-spectra UI for spectra of kinetic measurements or calculated spectra and to
assign them to the reaction progress.
Task 2.3.3 Subdiscipline Physical Chemistry
For many applications in Physical Chemistry (PC), devices play a central role in the
scientific process. Device data are not only used for the identification of compounds or the
confirmation of a result but are often a scientific result in themselves. The ELN will be
extended with functions reflecting the special requirements resulting from experiments that
strongly depend on device settings, device configuration and different setups. RDM in PC
does currently not allow a standardised record and annotation of the setup and device
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configuration which hinders reproducibility and comparison of experiments. Modules for PC
will allow the configuration of a device setup (incl. self-built instruments) either as flexible
tool with drawing and annotation features or as predefined elements registered to the ELN
(e.g. microscopy, spectroscopy or laser table setup). The module for PC will further provide
a comprehensive section to store information on measurement parameters, outcome
parameters and descriptors, to be defined as predefined or flexible information fields after
a detailed analysis of the scientists needs (defined by TA5, surveys). We will implement a
module for equations and plotting areas to visualize analyzed data such as fitting models
and also computational results, as well as a workflow designer combining the experimental
investigation incl. several instruments, software and algorithms. For the establishment of
an efficient physical chemistry information system, connection to open source software for
calculations (e.g. R) as well as image processing toolkits such as ImageJ will be enabled.
Task 2.3.4 Subdiscipline Polymer Chemistry
This working group will use results of the Science Data Center MoMaF as a basis and will
add additional requirements. The work will include the extension of the Ketcher editor with
respect to Polymer Chemistry (PolyC) relevant standards and recommendations (see T3.1)
in accordance with the IUPAC nomenclature. This issue requires constant approval and
comprehensive rework due to ongoing discussions about polymer representation,
processing to identifiers (Audus and de Pablo 2017) and recording of undefined or partly
defined parts in a machine readable manner. The PolyC working group will include
calculation tools in form of a separate PolyC reaction table to plan and evaluate
experiments including the calculation of polymer-relevant parameters such as molecular
weight distribution from size exclusion chromatography (SEC). A special measurement
module for results and values of analytical PolyC-investigations such as GPC, TGA, DSC
and others will be created and correlated with the evaluation of different types of polymers
and their fabrication processes to assign and manage the relevant metadata. The work will
be coordinated with measure M2.1, where the devices are connected and data transfer
procedures are established. The needs of the community surveys (see TA5) will be
included to the work of the PolyC ELN development group.
Task 2.3.5 Subdiscipline Biochemistry
Here, functions for storage and representation of processes required for Biochemistry (BC)
are added to the ELN. Processes include isolation and purification of small molecules or
biopolymers and the enzyme-catalyzed conversion of natural and synthetic molecules. The
functionality provided should support the assignment of single samples/batches including
the processing status of analytical confirmation to a certain point of the workflow, given in
list format and in a graphical summary. With respect to an extension of the existing entities
of the ELN-database, the new entity “biomolecules” allows the storage and annotation of
large molecules such as small peptides, peptide analogs and small nucleic acid
sequences. The module will extend the available main entities in the ELN and the
depending information fields to information describing folding, conformational and
hydrolytic stability, and aggregation properties. Furthermore, biomolecules without
sequence information will be stored in the ELN together with relevant details for their
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identification and characterisation as well as homology models and molecular dynamics
simulations. Important database IDs and identifiers in particular of the NCBI as well as links
to the relevant databases (e.g. RCSB PDB, BRENDA, UniProt) will be given and relevant
software has to be included or connected (e.g. BLAST).
Task 2.3.6 Subdiscipline Pharmaceutical/Medicinal Chemistry
For Pharmaceutical/Medicinal Chemistry (PMC)-related work, entities like molecules or
biopolymers have to be stored along with bio-relevant parameters. To this aim, the panel
bio-params will be developed: The data model of the ELN has to be extended to medicinal
chemistry metrics such as logP, pKa and pK b, solubility, aggregation properties,
polymorphism, and PAINS relevance from experimental measurements or computational
predictions. The ELN will store experimentally determined and predicted or imported
reference values of physico-chemical properties. The PMC group will extend the modules
available for assays description of the basic version of the ELN to record the most
important experimental details and results of biochemical investigations based on chemical
entities. The modules will be extended to store and visualize results from investigations
that include multiple molecules or targets. The user interface of the ELN will allow a flexible
way of visualisation and summary of the obtained results including efficient filter functions
and categorisation tools as well as advanced search tools for combined parameters. The
ELN will allow entity-pairing of experimental results with chemicals and biological targets or
docking/molecular dynamics results of biological targets and small molecules.
Standardised export and import functions in accordance with common plate reader formats
as well as data exchange formats for bioassay data repositories such as ChEMBL will be
provided.
Task 2.3.7 Subdiscipline Analytical Chemistry
The Analytical Chemistry (AC) sub-group will focus on functions for the storage,
representation and visualisation of analytical information and processes in the ELN. AC
plays a pivotal role in all subdisciplines of chemistry and is used to characterise molecules,
materials and the success of synthetic procedures. The most widely used analytical
techniques include MS, NMR, IR as well as UV spectroscopy. The second most prominent
data type is chromatographic information, which can be combined with spectroscopic
information. The resulting data belongs to the larger data types in chemistry, with
metabolomics datasets being in the order of 30 GB on average and up to 1.9 TB. This task
will enable the ELN to handle complex analytical data types (such as 2D NMR or
hyphenation data) to be read by embedded data viewers and processors (see T2.5.2) and
to be navigated and visualised in the ELN UI. Metadata provided with the analytical data
will be extracted and stored in standardised machine readable format (see TA4). A close
collaboration with the other subdisciplines is required to enable the availability of relevant
data and metadata as well as suitable presentations for results of spectra analysis in OC,
IC, PC, PolyC, BC and PMC. The available analytical data and metadata will be processed
to suitable standardised data exchange formats to be transferred to the relevant data
repositories of NFDI4Chem (MassBank, nmrshiftdb2, VibSpecDB, Chemotion) as well as
international repositories or databases (MetaboLights).
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Deliverables: (D2.3.1) Five releases of ELN code including subdiscipline specific changes
on GitHub, (D2.3.2) Documentation of developments is provided via Knowledge Base,
(D2.3.3) Documentation of features are provided on a GitHub wiki.
Measure 2.4: ELN as a service and distribution of updates
Goals:
1.
2.

Ensure the availability of the NFDI4Chem supported ELN in production mode for all
scientists in Germany.
Provide access to other open source ELNs ensuring the best support and advice
for the scientists.

Description: Many users, working groups, or institutions will want to host the ELN under
their own control and responsibility. Others prefer an out-of-the box solution with minimal
cost of ownership and maintenance effort. For those, and to enable a low entrance hurdle
for as many users as possible, we will provide and operate an ELN as a service as part of
the infrastructure services of the NFDI4Chem. For this ELN as a service, the update and
upgrade of all instances will be organized and recorded centrally. This will avoid
compatibility and dependency issues after a certain runtime. Users will be liberated from
the identification and management of new updates. The access to the centrally hosted ELN
managed in a transparent, non-bureaucratic way, ensuring that the ELN as a service is
used in accordance with the NFDI4Chem operation model. Other open source ELNs will be
installed as a centrally hosted ELN demo version to allow a use for testing and teaching
purposes.
Task 2.4.1 Distribution of updates
The source code and its documentation will be available on code repositories such as
Github for the dissemination of the source code to developers. The offer of updates and
upgrades for instances of the ELN running decentralized at German universities will be
managed. Latest bug-fixes and additional developments will be merged to the base code
and a systematic integration with the deployed instances will be managed. The versions,
dependencies and changes have to be disseminated based on a CI model via Github and
via additional documentation on the Knowledge Base (see T5.3.1).
Task 2.4.2 ELN as a Service - centrally hosted instance
KIT-SCC will install a centrally hosted ELN as a service. The task includes the definition of
a general applicable procedure for an access model implemented with the AAI
infrastructure (see cross-cutting topic M6.3.2). The host institution KIT-SCC will care for the
recent updates and upgrades of the software which in that case cover the developments of
all subdomains. In addition, a user model will be defined allowing the use of computing
resources. As the benefit of using the ELN increases with better external resources and
web-services as well as additional algorithms embedded, KIT-SCC will manage the
implementation of features like searching in external databases SciFinder or Reaxys. The
constant access to the ELN as a service is overseen by a support team at the host
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institution, providing their best effort to solve user problems and mediate bug fixes. High
availability of the ELN service is ensured by a fail-safe hosting using a professional
redundant server architecture and virtualisation.
Task 2.4.3 Service for open source ELNs
KIT will install demo instances for other open source ELNs than the NFDI4Chem supported
one. The ELNs can be tested for their suitability for researchers that are looking for
alternative solutions or want to discover features to be implemented to the NFDI4Chem
ELN without the obstacle to set up these ELN on their own. The choice of open source
ELNs to be integrated will be made after the next user survey. Already identified ELNs are
OpenEnventory, eLAbFTW, and SciNote. The teaching and training team will include the
open source ELNs to their documentation portfolio.
Deliverables: (D2.3.1) Distribution model for ELN updates and portal report on latest
updates and new instances, (D2.3.2) Access model for users and release of terms of use,
(D2.3.3) ELN as a service starts registration process for users, (D2.3.4) Agreements with
external databases and license holders, (D2.3.5) Demo instance for diverse chemistry
relevant open source ELNs to be tested by the community.
Measure 2.5: Viewers, processors and editors for structures and data
Goals:
1.
2.
3.

Improve available open source data viewers, processors, and structure editors be
embedded to the NFDI4Chem infrastructure.
Enable independence from commercial or closed source software.
A modular design enables the use as stand alone, client-side application as well as
its incorporation into repositories and the ELN.

Description: Viewers and editors for data and structures are a fundamental part of the
Smart Lab concept (ELN) and chemistry repositories. Wherever possible, NFDI4Chem
aims to support scientists with free and open source tools to work with and re-use research
data. Therefore, viewers and editors may also serve as a valuable contribution to
NFDI4Chem as stand-alone version offered by a web-service. An easy-to-use structure
editor for the input of chemical structures is the prerequisite for the success of NFDI4Chem
as the generation of correct and machine-readable structures are the basis of the chemists’
work with a digital environment. Ketcher (Kotov et al. 2018) is selected amongst other open
source editors due to its high level of functionality. The additionally necessary functions to
be integrated will be developed with experts of the different subdomains (OC, IC, PolyC) to
ensure a correct subdomain specific representation of the molecules and other chemical
entities. Besides chemical structures, specific data like NMR or MS spectra require the
support by modern tools to process, visualize, and analyse the given information.
Therefore, a non-proprietary viewer-processor software, open to a community-driven
applicability extension, is a cornerstone for successful data management. The components
of existing data viewer-processors will be combined to a modern web-based universal data
viewer for the web services offered by NFDI4Chem. IDNMR (DFG funded: SCHL 580/3)
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will provide a comprehensive tool for the processing, analysis and electronic assignment of
1D and 2D NMR spectra which converts extracted information into a machine-readable
and archivable format (Pupier et al. 2018). ChemSpectra (Huang 2019), a software to
visualize and analyze spectroscopic data (NMR, IR, mass), based on the previously
developed software tools NMRglue and SciPy, as well as SpeckTackle, an established
software e.g. for the visualisation of mass spectra, will amend the IDNMR viewer by
additional tools and workflows to include other spectra types. An improved, multipanel UI,
being able to deal with different analyses types will enable a flexible integration of the
requirements from different subdomains. All components improved in this measure will be
of equal importance for all infrastructure services, in particular for the repositories and
databases described in TA3 which have similar requirements for the search, visualisation
and analysis of their stored research data.
Task 2.5.1 Rework of Structure Editor Ketcher
Organic Chemistry: The Ketcher editor will upgraded. The usability of Ketcher will be
improved with regard to the options to draw structures such as actions to move or rotate
(sub-) structures. The templates section needs to be reorganized and a structure clean-up
has to be added. The editor will be improved with respect to currently missing functions like
the implementation of automated recognition of structures with planar chirality and the
analysis and correct assignment of stereogenic centres in sugars and other complex
molecules. We will improve Ketcher to deal with reactions including the automatic
assignment of all molecules to a defined function in the ELN as starting material, reagent,
or product and it has to be extended to work with textual information. Inorganic Chemistry
: With regard to the bonding schemes, classical Lewis structures very often fail in
organometallic chemistry. Here, a general consensus must be found in the community for
an ideal graphical representation. Correct recognition of relative stereo-information in
complexes and the addition of functionality to create complexes including pi- or even deltabonds to represent allylic or sandwich complexes. Polymer Chemistry: Definition of
polymeric structures in the editor which are translated correctly to InChI and which allow a
suitable presentation in the UI of the ELN. Dependencies of OpenBabel and RDKit/CDK
have to be considered.
Task 2.5.2 Web-based data viewer/editor
The available components of IDNMR, ChemSpectra and SpeckTackle will be merged. In
accordance with the results of the data standards working group (see M4.3), the combined
editor will be extended to read the most important proprietary and open spectroscopic data
and to support the storage and export of the respective standard formats. Until a final
standardisation is achieved, the currently available open formats JCAMP, mzML and
NMReData will be actively supported as output format besides other open formats to be
defined by the user community (see M5.1). In the long term, the combination of data
converters used to generate standard open formats and the data viewer-editors to read,
visualize and edit files in open formats, should be achieved. The NFDI4Chem spectra
editor will be provided as stand-alone software and will be adapted to the NFDI4Chem
supported services ELN and repositories.
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Deliverables: (D2.5.1) Ketcher Version 3.0 including features of OC, IC, PolyC is provided
on GitHub, (D2.5.2) Well-elaborated material/descriptions on how to add structures
correctly to allow a correct registration of the generated structures in databases is provided
by the Knowledge Base, (D2.5.3) Combined JS Data (Spectra) viewer is available on
GitHub, manuals delivered to the training team (M5.3).
Measure 2.6: Additional software instruments
Goals:
1.
2.

Development of extensions to the most important cheminformatic libraries
necessary to support the NFDI4Chem infrastructure efficiently.
Define and develop models to curate chemical data in different phases of the data
life cycle.

Description: To run and modernize the NFDI4Chem infrastructure in the long term,
additional software to be used as web-service or implemented to the ELN and repositories
will be developed, maintained or extended. Current needs were identified for
chemoinformatic libraries and curation or quality control tools: CDK, RDKit and OpenBabel
are important cheminformatic libraries/toolkits that are necessary to process chemical data.
The community-driven open source projects provide a basic functionality that is used for
many applications and services in chemistry. As the community-driven work does not cover
all the needs of the progress planned in the NFDI, the cheminformatics toolkits will be
improved to allow a comprehensive processing of chemical structures and the retrieval of
computed information. Data curation is a basic instrument to maintain the usefulness and
re-usability of data collections. While current data collections are basically curated
manually due to missing automatic data curation tools, the ratio of automatic data curation
should be increased step by step by the development and implementation of reliable
mechanisms to relieve the traditional peer reviewing process. Data curation tools will be
developed for spectroscopic data files and textual analysis given traditionally in the
supporting information or methods part of a publication.
Task 2.6.1 Contribution to Chemoinformatic libraries
Development of extensions to OpenBabel, RDKit and CDK covering the required functions
to be used within NFDI4Chem. Already identified essential extensions (applicable to at
least one or all libraries/tools) are the support of Molfile (MDL) V3000 (converting MDL
V3000 between chemical formats), the improvement of "clean-up" features to be able to
visualize in particular higher molecular 2D-structures, the option for SVG depiction for
reactions and polymers and the development of conversion features to CDX data. The
definitions and standards elaborated in polymer chemistry should be incorporated into the
chemoinformatic libraries.
Task 2.6.2 Software for data curation, plausibility, completeness, and quality check
Based on the already existing software and workflows developed currently in a
decentralised manner for different analytical applications, NFDI4Chem will build quality
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control and curation software that include the available and forthcoming tools of the
NFDI4Chem but also of international developments. These include tools for file conversion
(see T4.3.2), data processing and visualisation (see T2.5.1 and T2.5.2) as well as
(semi)automated data evaluation. Best practices for data handling and publishing
workflows defined in TA4 will be combined with the necessary functionality to analyze the
provided information on a textual but also data file level. Already implemented quality
control and curation models will be extended to a broader field of application in analytics,
referring to an assessment on the FAIRness of data and a check for completeness and
plausibility (see M4.5). The assessment, which is only applicable to single areas will be
applied to the combined analytical methods allowing the evaluation of research results in a
comprehensive manner. The corresponding quality control and curation software will be
developed in a modular manner and will be embedded into the NFDI4Chem infrastructure
services to support with standardised processing, analysis, evaluation and reviewing of
data. Also, the software will be designed to become part of a new electronic publication
procedure for scientific journals in chemistry, thus facilitating both, the review process
during submission equally for referees and submitters, while ensuring the quality of data
sets submitted to repositories (M4.5 and T3.3.5).
Task 2.6.3 Peer Review Organiser
In this task, a peer review management framework, a “Peer Review Organiser”, that can be
used for the different repositories within the NFDI4Chem consortium, is developed. The
framework will manage the choice and assignment of reviewers to entities of the relevant
repositories. It will serve as a central service to enable a standardised peer reviewing of
datasets across repositories in a professional manner, compatible to peer reviewing for
publications in scientific journals. The framework will implement authentication,
authorisation and roles based on the NFDI AAI model defined in T6.3.2. The peer
reviewing organizer manages the selection of reviewers according to a standardised
protocol and assigns the reviewing tasks to those peers being expert in the respective
research area. The reviewing organizer will function as connection to the journals in a
second step, providing automatically generated reports of the peer review and also the
automated plausibility checks. The software will be implemented into selected repositories
in M3.3.
Deliverables: (D2.6.1) Contribution of selected features to open source GitHub code of
RDKit, CDK and OpenBabel, (D2.6.2) Web-Service that offers data curation features as
demonstrator, (D2.6.3) Peer Review Organizer is published in peer reviewed journal.
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Risks and Mitigation strategies - Table 3
Table 3.
Table to Task Area 2: Smart Lab
Description of risks

Risk-mitigation measures

R1: The new instruments, workflows and measures
are not or only slowly accepted by the community
Likelihood: Low

Development of the infrastructure according to the users’
needs and preferences, based on user surveys and
continuous feedback.
TA(s) involved: TA5, TA6

R2: The development and international agreement
on (new) standards is not fast enough and the
NFDI4Chem consortium is missing basic models on
how to generate interfaces, report, export, and
transfer data
Likelihood: medium

Solutions to the given risks are described in TA4 and TA6
(Chamanara et al. 2019). NFDI4Chem starts with
reasonable models that are not agreed on internationally but
can be extended in a flexible manner. Adaptation to
international agreements in a second step.
TA(s) involved: TA4, TA6

R3: Inadequate interfaces to related NFDI services
could affect the project.
Likelihood: low

The interfaces will be part of cross-cutting topics and
discussions.
TA(s) involved: TA6

R4: Manufacturers of devices do not agree on
common open interfaces and open formats to
facilitate the data transfer and data readability.
Likelihood: high

Data transfer from devices is realized via three alternative
strategies. If the manufacturers will not collaborate, the
NFDI4Chem will focus on the strategies which work without
the manufacturers’ commitment with respect to data
availability (T 2.1.1. and T 2.1.2) and conversion (T4.3.2).
TA(s) involved: TA2, TA4

R5: The implemented data viewer(s) will not cover
the whole range of possible data formats of the
community: The variety of data formats and also
currently missing standards (allowing a limitation of
output files) may complicate the process.
Likelihood: medium

TA2 will focus on the most important file formats for each
analysis type and experimental setup (surveys TA5). For
uncommon file types and proprietary files, a common
strategy towards standardised file formats will be developed
in TA4.
TA(s) involved: TA2, TA3, TA4

R6: The installation of the required AAI for operation
of the ELN as a service is delayed
Likelihood: medium

A user access model with limited authorisation functions will
be developed to serve as an intermediate solution to be
replaced by the NFDI overarching AAI as soon as available.
TA(s) involved:TA6

R7: Security risks and data leakage for the
decentrally installed ELNs and ELN as a Service
Likelihood: low

The ELN software will undergo regular security checks as
part of the CI process and penetration tests. KIT-SCC will
provide guidelines for a secure runtime environment.
ELN as a service is hosted in a professionally operated data
centre at KIT-SCC. It benefits from a sophisticated security
architecture with firewalls, intrusion detection systems and
virus scanners maintained by experienced administrators.
TA(s) involved: TA2

R8: The productive operation of the ELN as a
service is not possible because the requirements for
the availability of the service are too high.
Likelihood: low

The operation takes place in a professional data centre with
great experience in the provision of redundantly designed
services to achieve high reliability. In addition, the operation
can be mirrored in another data centre (FIZ) if required.
TA(s) involved: TA2
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Task Area 3: Repositories
Description and Objectives
Establishing and maintaining an interoperable network of domain-specific FAIR research
data repositories and integrated tools (see Fig. 9) for the national research community in
Germany is at the heart of NFDI4Chem. NFDI4Chem has a holistic approach to support
researchers from the very beginning of data generation to the deposition and publication of
data in suitable repositories. Services of TA2 cover the early stage of research data,
providing a seamless handover of the research data to the repository services of TA3 in
which they can store and manage all their data (raw data in various formats as well as
curated datasets). Researchers must

Figure 9.
Data flow between NFDI4Chem components via standardised APIs.

1.
2.
3.

be able to quickly and easily identify suitable repositories that support specific data
or functionality,
be able to efficiently store their data, and
easily disclose and re-use relevant datasets across disciplines.

Appropriate tools must support them in adequately describing the research data in their
scientific context in order to ensure both their interoperability and reusability, even for
scientists of other fields.
Thus, TA3 will establish a virtual environment of federated repositories for collecting,
storing, processing, analysing, disclosing and re-using research data as part of the
NFDI4Chem infrastructure. It will support all relevant repositories in converging into
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sustainable and interoperable services in reliable operating environments. The federation
will be realized by implementing standards regarding metadata and API defined in TA2 and
TA4 as well as vocabularies and ontologies addressed in TA6. This allows for their deep
integration with Smart Lab environments including ELN as described in TA2 and ensures
connectivity towards advanced tools and services, e.g. for data comparison, analysis, and
visualisation, including tools of other scientific fields to enable interdisciplinary use cases
that involve molecule related data. TA3 will foster and strengthen the FAIRness of data in
all major fields of chemistry. Based on repeated surveys of requirements conducted in
M5.1, lacking functionality and service offerings will be augmented. Repositories, ideally,
take into account processes for data quality control and include all necessary functionality
to describe and evaluate research data as well as to keep them findable, accessible,
interoperable and reusable as well reproducible in the long term. A worldwide overview of
chemistry-related databases and repositories can be found at re3data.org (re3data.org
2019). In Germany, the availability and use of chemistry repositories is currently still at a
limited level. Most repositories do not yet meet common criteria such as certification or the
use of persistent identifiers. At the same time, some of them already play an important role
in chemistry today. The following list of criteria were developed to identify those
repositories which can form the nucleus for the envisioned virtual federation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

the repository is suitable for the deposition of molecule related data,
the repository contains reusable data or functionality that covers the needs of the
NFDI4Chem community,
the repository software is open source,
the operators of the repositories have declared their willingness to adapt their
services to the standards developed by NFDI4Chem including the FAIR principles
and
the repository operators can be funded in accordance with the funding guidelines of
the NFDI (main operator is based in Germany and is a non-profit organisation).

Applying these criteria leads to the following list of repositories and data collections (from
now on referred to as “selected repositories”): Chemotion Repository, nmrshiftdb2,
MassBank EU, VibSpecDB, Suprabank, NOMAD, and STRENDA (see section Research
Data Management in Chemistry - a status quo for descriptions). We will raise the selected
repositories to a common level of sustainability, trustworthiness and interoperability and
subsequently integrate them into the virtual environment of federated repositories. New or
currently emerging repositories will be periodically evaluated and, as soon as they have
reached a level of maturity, considered for inclusion (see M3.3).
Further databases and data repositories (see section Research Data Management in
Chemistry - a status quo) do not fulfill the criteria listed above. Therefore, they are not
considered for the following measures which focus on the “selected repositories”. However,
we will seek an ongoing exchange on interoperability issues and encourage them to
participate in the development of NFDI4Chem standards and interfaces. Two databases (
CSD, ICSD) have already stated their commitment to do so as in kind contribution (see
LoS) and are included as “associated repositories”. All standards and interfaces will be
published and can be implemented by other repositories in order to integrate them into the
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NFDI4Chem Infrastructure. Additionally to the chemistry-specific repositories, we consider
the generic/multidisciplinary data repositories bwDataArchive and RADAR as relevant,
because they fulfill three of the four criteria and can play an important role both as catch-all
repositories and data archiving services. Additionally, they can offer long-term archival
functionality for the other selected repositories where needed.
In order to achieve the goals of this Task Area, we will focus on measures targeted at
standards compliance and interoperability of repositories (API and minimal information
standards), their integration into the aforementioned virtual environment of federated
repositories, adaption of NFDI-wide concepts (such as authentication and authorisation
infrastructure, metadata standards) and the operational sustainability and long-term
preservation of research data. Additionally, functional improvements based on identified
user needs will be addressed.
To summarize, the objectives of TA3 are:
O3.1: Researchers can publish and archive their data on a low-threshold and re-usable
basis via a network of standards-based and quality assured repositories that are hosted in
trusted data centres to ensure long term accessibility of datasets.
O3.2: Researchers can ingest, search, annotate and exchange research data or metadata
across distributed data sources by means of a virtual environment of federated
repositories.
O3.3: Support findable, accessible, interoperable, reusable (and therefore reproducible)
Open Data in chemistry (FAIR).
TA3 contributes in particular to the key objective 1: virtual environment of federated
repositories.
Measure 3.1: Establish repositories as a core part of the NFDI4Chem Infrastructure
Goals:
1.
2.

Making selected repositories interoperable and integrating them into the NFDI
Infrastructure;
easing data deposition, data publication, and metadata exchange by implementing
standardised interfaces (APIs).

Description: NFDI4Chem will develop standards for metadata (in TA4) and programming
interfaces (TA6 together with TA2 and TA3). TA3 will implement these specifications in the
selected repositories. To this end, we will determine which parts of the standards are
applicable to a specific repository. Subsequently, we will adopt the metadata schemas of
the individual repositories and develop relevant API endpoints. We will migrate already
existing datasets in the selected repositories regarding their descriptive metadata to
comply with the new standard.
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Task 3.1.1 Adapt metadata schemas of each selected repository
TA3 will evaluate the Minimal Information Standards as defined in TA4 and identify
applicable parts for each selected repository based on supported data types and offered
functionality. KIT-SCC and FIZ will support all affected repositories in implementing the
applicable minimal information standards. Further, TA3 will support the terminology service
that is created in M6.1 to ensure the semantic enrichment of data in the selected
repositories. In order to improve the interoperability with international data repositories,
KIT-SCC and FIZ, together with the repository operators, will implement the OpenAIRE
Guidelines for Data Archives. This includes the support of the metadata schema specified
by OpenAIRE and the provision of information via an OAI provider. TA3 will validate the
results in order to maximize compliance with the standards, thus ensuring a high degree of
interoperability.
Task 3.1.2 Design and implement Application Programming Interfaces (API)
The idea of Smart Labs requires the in-depth integration of laboratory equipment, ELNs
and repositories. Especially the seamless data exchange between repositories, ELNs and
databases needs well defined interfaces, which must be provided by all involved
components. In close cooperation with TA2, TA4 and TA6, we will specify application
programming interfaces (API) that allow a standardised metadata exchange between
repositories, ELN and (international) databases. As stated in the Berlin Declaration
(Glöckner 2019), this task will also cooperate with other NFDI consortia via communication
channels established in TA6 to identify cross-cutting aspects for repository API, thus
increasing the interoperability across disciplinary boundaries. At the same time, this will
strengthen the interoperability with important databases and repositories on an
international level. We will evaluate existing protocol standards like the lightweight protocol
for depositing content (SWORD) (SWORD 2019) and the Open Archives Initiative Protocol
for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) (Lagoze and Van de Sompel 2003) for their suitability
with regard to the requirements of NFDI4Chem.
KIT-SCC and FIZ, together with the operators of the selected repositories, will implement
the necessary changes. In close cooperation with M4.3, KIT-SCC and FIZ will set up an
(automated) test suite in order to help repository operators in validating their API endpoints
against the API specifications.
Task 3.1.3 Integration with Authentication and Authorisation Infrastructure (AAI)
The Authentication and Authorisation Infrastructure (AAI) solution that will be set up as a
cross cutting topic for all NFDI services has to be integrated with the NFDI4Chem
infrastructure (see T6.3.2). The roles and rights that are necessary to operate the
federated repositories need to be designed and implemented with respect to the AAI
system. This includes access rules for users, administrators, reviewers and data providers
and has to take into account hierarchies within organisations and working groups and
projects. KIT-SCC and FIZ, together with the operators, will ensure the full integration of all
selected repositories into the NFDI-wide AAI.
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Task 3.1.4 Setting up the federation of interoperable NFDI4Chem services
After the selected repositories have implemented the necessary technical requirements for
integration into the NFDI4Chem infrastructure (Minimal Information Standards, metadata
schemas (see T3.1.1), API (see T3.1.2) and AAI (see T3.1.3)), the actual integration will
take place. KIT-SCC and FIZ will test the connection of repositories with ELN and the
metadata search via the standardised API in close cooperation with TA2 and TA6. These
steps will include practical tests of the interaction of the individual services (functional tests,
integration tests, load tests, penetration tests). The integration of the services will thus
establish the technical basis of the NFDI4Chem infrastructure.
Task 3.1.5 Migrate all data with respect to the new metadata schema
The implementation of the minimal information (see M4.1) and data format (see M4.2)
standards in the selected repositories will require adaptations of the descriptive metadata
and formats of existing datasets. In this task, the operators of the repositories will be
supported in transferring their content to the new standards, thus making them
interoperable (in cooperation with T4.4.1). The repository operators will then perform
quality assurance measures, adjust the ingest processes and update the documentation
accordingly.
Deliverables: (D3.1.1) Operational virtual environment of federated repositories, (D3.1.2)
Completed data migration of all relevant repositories
Measure 3.2: Ensure sustainable repository operation within the NFDI
Goals:
1.
2.
3.

Prepare all selected repositories for secure and sustainable operation,
guarantee reliable data publication, and
ensure long term data archiving and accessibility.

Description: A central task of the NFDI is the reliable provision of services and the
sustainable storage of and access to research data. This applies in particular to the
selected repositories, which are the result of concrete needs of the chemical community. In
this measure, we will enable all selected repositories for sustainable operation (T3.2.1 T3.2.4). Additionally, we will rescue relevant orphaned datasets by importing them into
reliable repositories (T3.2.5).
Task 3.2.1 Analyse operational fitness
In this task, we will determine the maturity level of the selected repositories with regard to
secure, reliable and sustainable operation based on the ISO 16290:2013 standard
(Technology Readiness Level). Desired characteristics include a modularised software
architecture with well-defined interfaces to storage and long-term archival systems, failsafe hosting, use of standard open source components and libraries that are maintained by
a broad community, well described operational processes, good user interfaces and
documentation, as well as adequate file and container formats following guidelines
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developed in TA 4. Furthermore, TA 3 will analyse the security of the software with static
code analysis and penetration tests. KIT-SCC and FIZ will conduct the assessment of each
selected repository and identify necessary optimisations.
Task 3.2.2 Enable hosted operation
The aim of this task is to enable efficient and professional operation of all selected
repositories. Many repositories have grown out of scientific initiatives in the community,
which is why they are often operated by the researchers themselves. To be able to offer
the services in NFDI4Chem efficiently and resiliently and to relieve the burden on
researchers, TA 3 will make the relocation of operations to data centres possible, thus
ensuring features such as backups, redundancy and fast network connectivity. At the same
time, these changes will enable to easily replicate repositories in other data centres or to
operate them in cloud infrastructures. Based on the analysis produced in T3.2.1, TA3 will
assist repository operators in optimising the software architecture and technical properties
of their services with regard to the operation in hosted environments. This includes actions
such as containerisation, the replacement of proprietary technologies by standard open
source components and the implementation of interfaces to data-centre-grade storage and
archival systems. KIT-SCC and FIZ will provide experienced research software engineers
for this task. Additionally, KIT-SCC and FIZ provide long-term archiving services for
repositories which lack a digital preservation strategy (bwDataArchive, RADAR).
Task 3.2.3 CoreTrustSeal certification
The CoreTrustSeal (CTS) certification of research data repositories is regarded as a
strategic step, aiming to increase trustworthiness and transparency for users who need to
decide on suitable research data infrastructures for their data deposit. Thus, FIZ and KITSCC will support repository operators in certifying their services by offering individual
advice, by helping with the CTS application and by providing services (e.g. hosting
including long-term archival, see M3.4) to improve their quality.
Task 3.2.4 Data rescue and exit strategy
In this task, KIT-SCC and FIZ will take care of data collections or repositories whose
contents are regarded as important for the community and whose further maintenance is
no longer guaranteed by the previous operators. In these cases, we will try to identify a
suitable repository (otherwise RADAR as a multi-disciplinary repository solution) and to
migrate the data at risk to it. This involves mainly manual actions such as converting
metadata and data, adopting to container formats for long-term archiving, as well as
moving DOIs for published datasets. This task also serves as an "exit strategy" for the
relevant repositories in case the further operation of one of them is not feasible any longer.
Deliverables: (D3.2.1) Operational Fitness Report, (D3.2.2) Software releases of selected
repositories with improved software architecture, (D3.2.3) CTS certification for selected
repositories
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Measure 3.3: Create added value for researchers by improving repository
functionality
Goals: Covering all disciplines or data types in chemistry with adequate publication and
archiving facilities; implement functional improvement and extensions for supported
repositories.
Description: In this measure, we will carry out a gap analysis of the existing relevant
repositories in order to identify voids in the coverage regarding data types or disciplines
and to close these gaps through adjustments or, if necessary, new developments. We will
evaluate existing repositories and active projects in order to identify those with interesting
data or functions and to integrate them into the NFDI4Chem infrastructure, assuming a
certain degree of maturity and operational fitness.
Task 3.3.1 Gap analysis and implementation strategies
In this task, we will generate an overview of the functional requirements, analytical
methods and associated specific data types of the subdisciplines represented in
NFDI4Chem and compare them with the existing functions of the relevant repositories. At
the same time, we will evaluate the user-friendliness of the relevant repositories. The
resulting compilation of identified deficits will be prioritised. The result is a list of
recommendations for action for existing repositories or the development of new ones. In
the case of smaller optimisations of high priority, KIT-SCC and FIZ will support repository
operators either with experienced research software engineers or with applying for
NFDI4Chem centrally managed funds (see M1.4). In case of larger developments, KITSCC and FIZ will support the repository operators in acquiring appropriate third-party
funding.
As an example, we have already identified a gap with respect to the availability of
repository functions for reactions and processes in inorganic chemistry, polymer chemistry,
and physical chemistry. The adaptations that are made in the ELN development T2.3 by
different working groups will be integrated to the chemotion-repository data model to offer a
basic coverage of the available information by an extended repository functionality. Another
example is the joint storage of experimental and theoretical data, such as measured and
simulated Raman or UV spectra. Until now, such data are only given as graphs in
supplemental information of publications. The joint storage with joint metadata annotation
will ensure that the experimental and simulated data will be found together which facilitates
reuse. In numerous cases, experimental data can only be understood in combination with
theoretical peak assignment.
TA3 supports interested parties in defining NFDI4Chem-compliant specifications and
formulating project ideas. The Innovation Incubator (see T5.5.4) assists in allocating
appropriate funding for the implementation. KIT-SCC and FIZ integrate resulting new
components and services into the NFDI4Chem infrastructure.
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Task 3.3.2: Integration of data processing tools
With the expected growth of data, calculation and analysis tools will be increasingly
important as they allow the generation of added value for scientists. To enable and
automate computational data processing and analysis, legacy data has to be normalised or
common data formats have to be used. This can be achieved by using chemoinformatic
libraries which handle structural data in a machine-readable way. Data converters have to
be employed to transform data into standard formats (see M4.3).
In this task, the relevant repositories will integrate necessary chemoinformatic libraries and
data converters. Examples have been shown by the chemotion project, where molecule
data was used directly to calculate theoretical characteristics of desired synthesis products
using Turbomole calculations. Another application can be shown by the implementation of
established machine learning models (see T5.5.2) which support the scientists in their
scientific work (e.g reaction prediction and retrosynthesis, or small molecule identification
from MS data).
Task 3.3.3 Integration of data viewers and structure editors
Data viewers and structure editors allow the entry and view/analysis of chemistry specific
entities. Depending on the need of the single repository, the choice of the distinct software
component differs (for spectra viewers/processors, ChemSpectra, IDNMR-viewer and
Spectackle are used for Chemotion, nmrshiftdb2, and MassBank EU). With Luc Patiny
from EPFL, MassBank EU is currently developing a new viewer system for easier handling
of repository data and to be able to compare to to external data. This task deals with the
integration of data viewers and structure editors to selected repositories. As soon as the
improved structure editor (in year 3) and the combined data viewer (in year 4) developed in
M2.5 are available, the repository operators will integrate these software components into
the selected repositories.
Task 3.3.4 Versioning of datasets
Data modifications, such as fixing errors in data and metadata, adding additional
information or data elements to a data collection, or jointly preparing a dataset for
publication, require that changes are tracked to ensure traceability. All versions of
published datasets need to be accessible and linked, so that references via persistent
identifiers like DOIs remain valid. Throughout the curation process (see T4.5.2), editorial
staff from the repository operator as well as automated processes for data validation and
quality checks (see T3.3.5) might trigger modifications of metadata which needs to be
tracked as well and may lead to new versions of a dataset. Especially with peer reviewers
or contributors from the community, the tracking of changes and the possibility to roll back
modifications are important.
Together with the repository operators, TA3 will design a functional concept for the
introduction of versioning. The operators will then technically implement the concept in the
respective repositories. KIT-SCC and FIZ will provide experienced research software
engineers to support the repository operators with this task.
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Task 3.3.5 Integration of automated plausibility and quality checks
Quality assurance is a comprehensive process along the life cycle of research data. This
process can already be supported by automatic checks during data input. At the time of
data curation, automatic plausibility checks and data validations can support the reviewers
in the (peer) review process. These functions allow a fast screening of the submitted data,
giving an evaluation that can be used for a tagging of data prior to manual peer reviewing.
The checks will validate all repository specific data with respect to completeness, the
availability of data in open standard formats, and its quality concerning different aspects
such as the presence of relevant signals in spectroscopic data. TA2 will develop tools for
automated plausibility and quality checks (see T2.6.2). These tools will be based on the
outcome of the curation criteria and workflows designed in TA 4 (see T4.5.2). In TA 3,
repository operators will integrate the tools into their services where applicable.
Task 3.3.6 Integration of Peer Review Organiser
In this task, we will integrate the Peer Review Organiser developed in T2.6.3 into selected
repositories by the respective operators. The Peer Review Organiser will allow for a
standardised and efficient review of datasets, either by appointed reviewers or by a
community-driven process. As a prerequisite for the successful integration of the Peer
Review Organiser (see T2.6.3) into the individual repositories, processes and data access
protocols have to be defined within the repositories. This will be done in T3.1.2.
Additionally, viewers have to be made available (see T3.3.3). KIT-SCC and FIZ will support
the repository operators with research software engineers in integrating the Peer Review
Organiser into their services (in year 5).
Deliverables: (D3.3.1) Gap analysis report for selected repositories, (D3.3.2) software
release of selected repositories with integrated processing and viewer functionality,
(D3.3.3) software release for selected repository with added peer review functionality
Measure 3.4: Productive Operation
Goals:
1.
2.
3.

Transfer selected repositories to data centres to
ensure the reliable, trusted and secure operation as sustainable services,
set up contracts that define roles and service level agreements for hosting, data
publication, long term data archiving and accessibility.

Description: The secure, performant and reliable operation of the selected repositories
requires a professionally operated runtime environment. Several partners of NFDI4Chem
(e.g. KIT-SCC, FIZ, TUDr) provide such environments. Selected functional components
(e.g. long-term archival) or complete repositories can be replicated or moved to such
hosted environments in order to increase the service quality and data security while the
scientific and editorial responsibility for the repositories will remain with the current
providers. All NFDI4Chem hosted services will be published on the central NFDI4Chem
portal (see T1.3.1).
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Task 3.4.1 Contractual arrangements
Operation in computer centres requires contractual regulation of various legal topics.
These include Service Level Agreements (SLA) and hosting contracts, where liability, data
protection (GDPR) and the necessary granting of rights (licenses) must be clarified. In this
task, KIT-SCC and FIZ will draft corresponding standard contracts and negotiate them with
the parties concerned.
Task 3.4.2 Service migration
In this task, we will support repositories that have so far been running in non-optimal
operational environments in migrating to professional data centres. First, KIT-SCC and FIZ
will analyse the service requirements for each affected repository. This will be followed by
the provision of a suitable runtime environment, integration of the transferred services into
existing processes for data backup and security (backups/snapshots, firewalls, intrusion
detection systems) and finally optimisations such as virtualisation, parallelisation and
redundant service configuration. This task builds on the outcome of T3.2.2.
Task 3.4.3 Operations
This task comprises the ongoing operation of the selected repositories by their operators
and the involved data centres. This will require continuous service monitoring, the regular
installation of updates to the repository software, but also the underlying components such
as the operating system and virtualisation software, the elimination of technical faults and
the implementation of standard operational routines (e.g. backups). In addition, the
repository operators will assure the ongoing ingest and curation of new datasets in
accordance with the agreed quality and curation criteria.
Task 3.4.4 Providing second level service helpdesk
We will establish a distributed second level helpdesk for the selected repositories
(including hosting and digital preservation) regarding support in technical and content
questions. A central unit set up in T5.3.4 will receive enquiries via a ticket system and
forwards them to the second level helpdesk according to the thematic focus (service
interruption, bug report, subject matter enquiry).
Deliverables: (D3.4.1) Templates for Service Level Agreements and hosting contracts,
(D3.4.2) Performed migration with improved sustainability and service quality of selected
repositories
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Risks and Risk Mitigation - Table 4
Table 4.
Table to Task Area 3: Repositories
Description of risks

Risk-mitigation measures

R1: The finalisation of community
standards regarding minimal
information standards takes too long.
Likelihood: Low

TA3 provides for an iterative approach in which also partial results can be
implemented.
TA(s) involved: TA3, TA2, TA4

R2: The implementation of API and
minimal information standards are
impeded by missing resources of the
repository operators.
Likelihood: medium

In addition to the personnel resources earmarked for this purpose for the
repository operators, KIT-SCC and FIZ provide additional development
capacities.
TA(s) involved: TA3

R3: Compliance with CTS certification
requirements is proving difficult for
repositories.
Likelihood: medium

TA3 supports the repositories with digital long-term archiving services and
the provision of suitable hosting environments, in particular to address
aspects of sustainable and reliable operation.
TA(s) involved: TA3

R4: Important datasets or databases
in the field of chemistry are no longer
maintained by their current hosts.
Likelihood: high

TA3 has earmarked resources for the transfer of data sets and databases
to appropriate repositories in order to preserve them for research.
TA(s) involved: TA1, TA5

R5: Security risks and leakage of
unpublished data
Likelihood: medium

TA3 will assess the technical architecture of all selected repositories (cf.
task 3.2.1) and support repository operators to improve the operational
fitness of their services, including security aspects. Additionally,
repositories are upgraded to be easily transferable to more secure hosting
environments where necessary.
TA(s) involved: TA3

Task Area 4: Metadata, Data Standards and Publication Standards
Description and Objectives
TA4 creates and maintains the specification and documentation of standards required for
archival, exchange and reuse of data and metadata on characterisation of molecules and
reactions, together with reference implementations and data validation.
Our standardisation efforts will integrate with international standardisation efforts, such as
IUPAC or domain-specific efforts, e.g. Metabolomics Standards Initiative (MSI), thus
contributing to our key objective 2: Minimum information (MI) standards for data and
machine-readable metadata. By coordinating all standards developments and support in
one TA, we ensure that they result in a set of modular, coherent and interoperable
standards across the NFDI4Chem consortium.
An essential component for the implementation of the FAIR principles is the use of
Persistent Identifiers (PIDs). PIDs unambiguously identify all scientific output. The
obligatory and standardised metadata connected with PIDs make research data findable,
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accessible and citable. The interoperability is supported through standard vocabularies and
links to other PIDs in the metadata record of a PID.
For the specification and agreement of minimum reporting standards we will follow
successfully established processes, such as the Minimum Information for Biological and
Biomedical Investigations - MIBBI (Taylor et al. 2008), and work by the applicants on
spectroscopic data types (mzML, nmrML, JCAMP and NMReDATA) and reporting
standards for (bio)chemical reactions.
By adopting and using generic metadata we will allow to record general provenance of
data. Especially for cross-domain applications data needs to be unambiguously
semantically annotated, both for humans and machines. Ontologies are used as an integral
aspect of the standards where possible, and missing terminological artifacts will be
created, and available through the terminology services (see M6.1). Using disciplinespecific terminology we will describe research data in machine-readable form and
semantics like properties, methods and units without the ambiguity that comes with freetext description. Through reference implementations we will ensure that data are machinereadable, and data pass validation.
Extensive documentation about using the standards, the available tool sets and gettingstarted tutorials will be part of the M5.3 training activities and available from the
NFDI4Chem portal. This TA will also contribute information about the standards itself to
repositories of standards, such as the fairsharing.org, a curated resource on data and
metadata standards, inter-related to databases and data policies, to make the standards
themselves FAIR.
Finally, we will jump-start the adoption and lead-by-example, as well as working with
publishers to embed standards-compliant RDM into the scholarly publication process.
The work in this TA will be in conjunction with TA2 and TA3 where the standards will be
used, TA6 where cross-cutting aspects of the infrastructure are developed and TA5 to
ensure community training and user acceptance, which supports our key objective 4:
Engage with the chemistry community in Germany. We will also work together with other
NFDI consortia, especially to harmonise metadata capture to support the key objective 5:
Explore synergies with other consortia and promote cross-cutting development
within the NFDI.
To summarize, the objectives of TA4, designed to support FAIRness in NFDI4Chem, are:
O4.1: Provide a set of modular, coherent and interoperable metadata and data standards
in key areas of chemistry through national and international processes
O4.2: Ubiquitous use of (persistent) identifiers for data, instrumentation, protocols and
terminology, all with informative metadata
O4.3: Increase adoption and integration of standards through generic reference software
implementations and integration with scholarly publication processes
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O4.4: Contribute standards and identifiers on (bio-)chemical entities to entire NFDI
These objectives will be pursued through the following measures:
Measure 4.1: Development of Minimum Information metadata standards for
Chemical Investigations
Goals: Community accepted consensus about (minimum) information that has to be
reported about a chemical investigation, the data and metadata that has to be deposited in
a repositorium.
Description: Sufficient and harmonised metadata is fundamental to put the chemical
information data records into context, to make it findable in our search service (M6.2), and
interpretable. The descriptive domain-independent and domain-dependent metadata must
be in a human and machine readable format to facilitate cross-linking for value added
services. To encompass minimum information for synthetic, analytical and theoretical work,
the minimum information requirements will be collected from the subdisciplines (in
collaboration with M5.1) for all relevant chemical methods. By workshop series, an
accepted consensus for Minimum Information about a Chemical Investigation (MIChI) will
be reached and discussed with the stakeholders (researchers, infrastructures and journals,
in collaboration with M5.6) and participants of TA2 and TA3. Especially in the case of the
plethora of spectroscopic methods, minimum information about spectroscopic methods
have to be elaborated. Here is also a close link to the use case collection in T5.5.1.
Task 4.1.1 Domain-independent metadata
This task will provide the specification of generic information about datasets. Generic
metadata are widely used in research communities of all disciplines. Their use facilitates
easier interoperability between systems and disciplines, enables standard-based quality
management and in this way provides reliability for re-use of data. We will survey and
select from existing standard models such as DataCite and make a selection for the
infrastructures in TA2 and TA3. The DataCite metadata schema is mandatory for all
institutions registering DOI via the German registration agencies. The schema is a list of
core metadata properties chosen for an accurate and consistent identification of a resource
for citation and retrieval purposes. The metadata schema supports openness and
extensibility by collaborating with the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI), Science and
Metadata Community (SAM) to maintain a Dublin Core Application Profile for the schema.
While DataCite’s metadata schema has been expanded with each new version, it is,
nevertheless, intended to be generic to the broadest range of research datasets, rather
than customized to the needs of any particular discipline. However it offers a reliable
method to link the community specific metadata with the dataset metadata. Extensions of
generic metadata standards for NFDI4Chem purposes should be integrated according to
shared methods, research objects, software or devices which demands close coordination
between subject field experts and infrastructure providers in order to balance the
requirements of low-threshold, practicable metadata standards on the one hand and added
value through domain specific minimum information standards on the other hand. Data
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container formats such as the RDA recommended BagIt specification will be evaluated as
standard archival recommendation.
Task 4.1.2 Domain-specific minimum information requirements
In this task, we will develop and maintain specifications for minimum information (MI)
standards about specific subdomains in chemistry. Subject-specific metadata are tailored
to the special features of the data and standards used and provide very specific
information beyond the generic schema. It is therefore essential for consistent and highquality metadata that the consortium provides specifications and guidance for the
integration of discipline-specific metadata in a generic schema. Some disciplines have a
very active community and are already very advanced, examples include the information
on enzymology with the STRENDA committee and STRENDA-DB and minimum
information requirements for enzyme-catalyzed reactions.
Task 4.1.3 Workshop series on minimum information requirements
Domain-specific MI standards will be developed in a series of 5 international workshops in
5 subdisciplines of chemistry (e.g. organic, inorganic, physical/theoretical chemistry,
polymer chemistry and biochemistry/pharmaceutical chemistry) facilitated and organised
by NFDI4Chem. Each of the developed standards will be a modular recommendation for
Minimum Information on Chemical Investigations due to the sheer size and variability of the
field. Prior to publication of the standards, there will be a Request for Comments (RFC) as
part of a public review of the standards. The reasoning for this strategy is that NFDI4Chem
can not single-handedly facilitate the standard development for chemistry as a whole but
can demonstrate the feasibility and strategy for the procedures in different levels of
maturity. The task area leads have extensive experience in MI standard development at
the boundary between chemistry and biology.
Deliverables: (D4.1.1) Report of Workshops on MIChI, (D4.1.2): Guidance document on
MIChI, (D4.1.3) Process documentation for standards development. Series of peerreviewed publications on MI standards for 5 selected domains of chemistry.
Measure 4.2: Development and maintenance of standards for data exchange &
archival
Goals: Develop and specify standards for specific data types in chemical research
Description: Vendor-independent data exchange and long-term archival require open
formats for the actual research data, raw instrument output, as well as molecule and
reaction standards. Existing data formats will be examined from a broad perspective
addressing the needs of a heterogeneous user community with special emphasis on
research data (from both experimental and computational sources). The key goal is the
definition of open-format minimal common denominators for related data types/groups for a
broad user base to maximize general acceptance and which allow for a systematic
extension/differentiation according to specific sub-community needs.
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Task 4.2.1 Molecule and chemical reaction standards
Work with experimental chemists, software developers and repositories on specification of
data standards for chemical data on molecules and chemical reactions, such as Chemical
Markup Language (CML), representation of reactions and molecule characterisation for
data exchange between e.g. the ELN and repositories (Chemotion) and intermolecular
interactions (e.g. in SupraBank). This includes enzyme-catalyzed reactions and describing
experimental results (time course of starting materials, intermediates, or products) and
modelling results (kinetic parameters). An important aspect will be the flexible data model
to link, via PIDs, between different standards, e.g. annotation of a subset of atoms or
bonds.
Task 4.2.2 Analytical data standards
Work with software developers, instrumentation companies, publishers, IUPAC, and
repository operators on specification of data standards for spectral data such as
NMReData, nmrML, mzML and JCAMP. This includes work on raw and metadata
extraction, ensuring unique and persistent instrument identifiers. Data sources include
measurement devices such as NMR, mass, X-ray diffraction, UV/Vis, IR, Raman, EPR and
fluorescence spectroscopy.
Deliverables: (D4.2.1) Specification document of molecule and chemical reactions
standards (D4.2.2) Specification document of analytical data standards
Measure 4.3: Implementation and support of software components for creation,
validation and consumption of standardised data formats
Goals: Develop and implement software support for standards in M4.1 and M4.2.
Description: An indispensable aspect of standards development is the availability of
reference implementations and software to validate compliance of data. If possible, reader
and writer software should be available for important programming languages (e.g. Python,
Java) and knowledge representation (e.g. Resource Description Framework, RDF) that are
commonly employed by the user community.
Task 4.3.1 Reference implementation of standards reader / writer / validation
libraries
We will make sure that reference implementations are available for all standards
developed and used in NFDI4Chem. We will either make existing implementations
available as open source and improve them as appropriate or newly develop them as open
source software. Particular attention will be paid to validate data files with regard to their
specification. Where possible, additional semantic validation (like in many of PSIdeveloped standards) will be performed. The integration of these data handling libraries
into community developed data processing and analysis software will be supported through
dedicated Hackathon workshops. Larger integration efforts by researchers will be handled
through centrally managed funds for future project extensions in NFDI4Chem. The
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methods will be implemented in a way that enables them to be integrated into the
repositories in a seamless way.
Task 4.3.2 Reference implementation of raw data converters
In tight collaboration with M2.2 and M 3.3, we will implement converters between
instrument raw data and other data sources into the standard formats adopted and
developed in M4.1 and M4.2. The converters are essential fundamental building blocks in
NFDI4Chem as they foster the integration of the ELN with a wide variety of laboratory
environments. Additionally, file conversion to standard formats allows the application of e.g.
spectra viewers and processors to a large number of converted files. Examples include a
generic data converter from diverse mass spectroscopy file formats (e.g. RAW) to mzML,
or XWinNMR to NMReData and JCAMP.
Deliverables: (D4.3.1) Published libraries on code hosting repository, (D4.3.2) Published
software on code hosting repository
Measure 4.4: Lead-by-Example: Creation and deposition of substantial standards
compliant data sets
Goals: Create/convert and deposit a substantial number of compliant data sets.
Description: The development of standards encompasses the guidelines and
specifications, reference implementations and already some (usually reduced) example
instances of data encoded in a standard-compliant manner.
This measure aims to provide a large body of real data encoded in a standard-compliant
manner through the consortium members. Together with the early adopters of the
standards, we will make extra efforts to e.g. publish supplemental data beyond today’s
reporting guidelines of the journals, and make use of the TA2 Smart Lab components and
databases and repositories developed in TA3. In addition to the data sets itself, this effort
will document the process to FAIRify the research data, surface practical issues and
suggestions for improvements.
Task 4.4.1 Select, prepare, maintain, adapt and deposit data sets
Herein, representative as well as substantially complex real data sets will be identified for
all subdisciplines. In the beginning of the project, the seamless workflow shown in Fig. 5
will not exist yet, and some manual processing will be required. This in turn feeds back into
developments in TA2, TA3 and elsewhere in TA4 to improve systems and processes.
Until the standards, systems and processes are finalised, the lead-by-example data sets
will require regular adaptation and effort. They will be used for testing, validation, stresstests, but also for educational purposes and community outreach. Together with project
partners we will include data sets from organic chemistry, inorganic chemistry, physical
chemistry, polymer chemistry, pharmaceutical/medicinal chemistry and analytical
Chemistry. A participant will contribute data records of complex environmental samples
derived from different compartments (e.g water, sediments, biota) and with different
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analytical strategies (e.g. multi-layered effect-directed analysis or spatio-temporal
collection of samples during environmental surveys). Another participant will contribute
data focussing on complex inter- and transdisciplinary multimodal data sets from its diverse
instrumental infrastructure. So-called Datathon workshops will allow intense discussions
and direct feedback on the process.
Deliverables: (D4.4.1): 50 Experimental processes and data publications using
NFDI4Chem infrastructure
Measure 4.5: Data standards for quality control, curation and publishing
Goals:
1.

2.

Scientific publications having high-quality research data must become the norm,
rather than an optional addition. Therefore, processes need to be established for
peer review of data sets, including data quality control and review of their
FAIRness.
Integration into scholarly publication processes.

Description: While good scientific practice and author guidelines for publications already
mandate for all relevant information supporting a scientific manuscript, the majority of
supplemental information are not FAIR, not complete and highly diverse across the
publishing landscape. Reviewers do seldom check the quality of supporting data and even
less so its form or standards compliance. Through this measure, we will work with
publishers and editors to improve the quantity and quality of research data associated with
scientific literature. Curation processes, quality control, and FAIRness assessments
constitute an integral part of this measure. This measure also has great synergy potential
with other NFDI consortia. This includes processes to encourage, validate, and review
deposited and associated data.
Task 4.5.1 FAIR assessment
The FAIRness of datasets is not a black-and-white decision. Several metrics for FAIRness
have been, and are still being, developed Wilkinson et al. (2018). This task assesses the
FAIRness of a range of representative datasets published in the chemistry research
literature with respect to the provided description of metadata, protocols and research data
and will:
1.
2.

identify common anti-patterns with opportunities for improvement and
provide examples of best practices for data description and publication. The output
of this task also feeds into M5.3 - M5.5 to raise the appreciation of good data
publication and the measures where NFDI4Chem eases the process to solve
remaining FAIRness gaps.

Task 4.5.2 Curation and data quality standards
Data quality control is an essential component of FAIR RDM. A data quality assurance
strategies includes the annotation of rich and up-to-date metadata, best practice PID
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services, license information, policies, quality control methods and support, hence
generating trust in the access to and reusability of research data. The curation of data sets
can be performed by human curators and reviewers, and also through automated
processing pipelines. Automated data validation tools can be used for local, curated
repositories at academic institutions, as well as for public databases. An important aspect
of such a quality strategy for repositories is the storage of quality control data along with
the raw data. This quality control data might be utilized for the computational validation of
the data’s compliance.
As an example, the implementation of standards derived for curation and data quality
control in NMR spectroscopy of small organic molecules can be considered: Here, a work
flow for a data evaluation protocol for publications is developed and an example
implementation is produced for the IDNMR project. It is intended to facilitate:
•
•
•
•

submission of real data,
review processes and
data access/useability by scientists after publication while at the same time
securing a higher standard for published spectroscopy data including the control/
curation by experts in the field.

Task 4.5.3 Integration with scholarly publication processes
We will work with publishers and editors in our advisory boards (see letters of support from
Wiley-VCH, MDPI) to improve the quality of research data associated with scientific
literature. This includes the integration of recommendations into journal author guidelines
for data repositories, templates, and examples to overcome traditional supplemental
information. Where necessary, the guidelines for reviewers and editors also need to be
augmented with checks for standards compliance as part of the peer review process. The
benefit in form of simplifying meta-studies for e.g. analysis of quality of experimental data
and processes and of modelling processes can then be showcased in M5.5.
Deliverables: (D4.5.1) Report on FAIRness of data standards and datasets published by
the community, and recommendations for integration into the NFDI landscape, (D4.5.2)
controlled Terminology on curation and data quality concepts, (D4.5.3) Report on adoption
of NFD4Chem facilitated standards by publishers
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Risks and Mitigation strategies - Table 5
Table 5.
Table to Task Area 4: Metadata, Data Standards and Publication Standards
Description of management risks

Proposed risk-mitigation measures

R4.1: Inability by the community to agree on minimum
reporting standards due to incompatible assumptions.
Likelihood: Medium

We aim for a modular set of recommendations for the
subdomains, avoiding that one standard has to fit all
subdomains. TA(s) involved: TA3, TA2, TA4

R4.2: Unwillingness to share data required to lead by
example. Likelihood: low

Consortium is fully dedicated to push FAIR Open Data,
and numerous datasets are available. TA(s) involved:
TA3, TA4, TA5

R4.3: Technical hurdles to decode proprietary vendor
formats, licensing issues for proprietary Windows DLLs.
Likelihood: Medium

Positive experience engaging with mass spectrometry
vendors. Training of users to include Open Formats in
tender requirements. TA(s) involved: TA4, TA6

R4.4: Objection by publishers to adopt stringent author
guidelines ensuring good scientific practice, especially
those with a business model based on APC. Likelihood:
Medium

We are targeting high-quality journals, where good
scientific practice and reproducible research have the
highest priority. Other journals will follow the trend.
TA(s) involved: TA3, TA4, TA5

Task Area 5: Community Involvement and Training
Description and Objectives
Until now, the chemistry research community is hardly aware of RDM, neither of its
requirements nor of its possibilities and opportunities. Not surprisingly, existing RDM tools
like ELNs or repositories are unknown for the most part and not included in everyday
research workflows.
Therefore, the implementation of a national RDM infrastructure requires a bold cultural
change (Fig. 10) and community effort that is the paramount objective of this task area.
This requires intense training of all participants in chemical research at all levels:
university leadership, principal investigators, and graduate students. Undergraduate
students must also be trained in RDM as soon as possible during their education to anchor
RDM in the awareness of coming generations of chemical researchers.
The success of a national RDM infrastructure will strongly depend on specifically listening
to the researchers’ needs and directly facilitating their everyday research workflows. Since
the NFDI4Chem consortium will inevitably be constituted mostly of RDM experts or at least
persons with already a strong affinity to digital tools, the specific needs for chemistry
research have to be continuously collected and compiled into requirements for the other
task areas.
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Figure 10.
The cultural change in chemical RDM is supported through training and community
involvement in TA5 as well as by the NFDI4Chem infrastructure.

To summarize, the objectives of TA5 are:
O5.1: Mediating a cultural change to the community
O5.2: Collecting requirements from the community
O5.3: Training of the community and the next generation of scientists
TA5 will contribute in particular to key objective 2: minimum information (MI) standards for
data and machine-readable metadata, key objective 4: engage with the chemistry
community .
Measure 5.1: Community Requirements
Goals: Obtaining a detailed overview of the community’s RDM needs and their
transformation into feasible tasks for the other TAs.
Description: Knowing the community’s needs in RDM is key to obtain a general
acceptance for the tools and standards developed in NFDI4Chem. In this measure, the
technical possibilities and the scientists’ needs will be synchronised and canalised to the
right participants. The prioritisation and technical feasibility of the implementation has to be
planned with all participants.
Task 5.1.1 Continuous collection of requirements and needs from the community
During the whole project phase, we will continuously assess the chemistry community’s
needs with regard to RDM. Once every year, we plan to conduct a nationwide online
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survey. To complete the picture, we will explore more granular formats for interaction with
the community like a feedback button in the user interface of ELN (see T2.2.1). These will
include an online “suggestion box”, regular challenges to write use case stories, as well as
dedicated discussion panels on community events (organized in measure 5.6). The
surveys will also address the incorporation of other open source ELNs as described in
T2.4.3. In addition to these broader community events, we will organize round tables with
the local RDM units to collect requirements and challenges in an informal way (every 3
months). In parallel to general chemistry requirements, pharmacy-specific requirements for
RDM will be assembled via DPhG and FID Pharmazie. Requirements specific for
environmental chemistry will be collected by UFZ in cooperation with the NORMAN
Network (NORMAN Network 2019).
Task 5.1.2 Transformation of requirements into feasible tasks for other TAs
We will continuously assemble the needs identified in T5.1.1 and break them down into
assignments for the NFDI4Chem task areas. The feasibility and details of those tasks will
be discussed, prioritised and assigned at the regular steering committee teleconferences.
Universities, research institutions, and libraries increasingly have staff that do consulting
and/or implementation regarding RDM and its application and services (FDM-Kontakt
2019). We plan to identify and contact such facilities to inform them about NFDI4Chem and
establish two-way communication channels. This way, they can incorporate the
NFDI4Chem infrastructure when they consult their local chemical researchers. This has the
potential to be a significant multiplier to facilitate the adoption of the NFDI4Chem network.
Deliverables: (D5.1.1) Requirement analysis and breakdown of tasks to TAs, (D5.1.2)
Second requirement analysis, (D5.1.3) Comparison of achieved technical possibilities with
requirement analyses.
Measure 5.2: Awareness
Goals: Raising awareness for the digital change in chemistry.
Description: The digital change in chemistry is a long-term process since the scientists
start with highly differing starting conditions: as the user survey has shown some institutes
already possess RDM policies but a large number of working groups does not even have a
group server nor a RDM policy or agreement. In order to encourage the desired
developments, digital workflows, tools, and infrastructures will be constantly brought to
scientists’ minds by M5.2.
Task 5.2.1 Portal contents, newsletters, and social media in cooperation with
societies
In this task, we will promote the digital change by different means and on several levels,
via the NFDI4Chem portal (see M1.3), links on the homepages of the participating
universities/institutes, email newsletters in close cooperation with associations (e. g.,
GDCh, DPhG, DBG) as well as member journals of learned societies and social media
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channels. Events such as local colloquia will also enable frequent face-to-face exchange
with scientists (see T5.3.3).
Task 5.2.2 Conference booths and presentations
The digital change in chemistry shall also be promoted through presence at scientific
conferences, both in poster and talk presentations as well as in information booths. Those
conferences comprise the GDCh conferences (e.g. Wissenschaftsforum, but also annual or
biannual meetings of the subgroups like the German Conference of Chemoinformatics,
EuChemS Chemistry Congress), DPhG and DBG annual meetings. A familiarity effect shall
be achieved by using the NFDI4Chem corporate layout (see T1.3.1) at all activities.
Moreover, information material will be developed in a modular way on different knowledge
levels to foster the promotion on conferences, along with promotional materials and giveaways. This material will be continuously extended.
Task 5.2.3 Roadshows
We will perform regular roadshows with on-site chemistry-specific seminars at universities
across the nation. These roadshows will be performed by a mixed team consisting of
chemists, computer scientists, and ideally persons from the local RDM service unit (see
T5.3.4). They will get in touch with scientists, mostly doctoral students, during one-day
workshops at universities and research facilities to advise them on the scope of RDM and
to learn face-to-face about the community’s requirements, questions, and preoccupations.
Deliverables: (D5.2.1) Establishment of regular processes for news feeds/newsletters on
all channels, (D5.2.2) Establishment of a NFDI4Chem conference material set, (D5.2.3)
Establishment of a roadshow routine
Measure 5.3 Training, dissemination, documentation, and support
Goals: Development of training and documentation materials, dissemination to the
community, as well as counseling and support
Description: Training of the community and dissemination of technical possibilities in RDM
has to be performed on several levels. Validated information has to be presented in many
ways, starting with a NFDI4Chem homepage as credible information source, ranging over
dissemination via the regular colloquia of the learned societies which are well visited in
universities’ daily life. When the scientists work with the new tools, a helpdesk is needed
for support. Additionally, RDM ambassadors will be trained to contribute to the
dissemination of the NFDI4Chem ideas. They will be recruited from the group of actively
working PhD students with high interest in RDM.
Task 5.3.1 Establish a knowledge base
The community outreach of this TA feeds into a comprehensive online resource on the
NFDI4Chem portal (see M1.3) with information regarding all questions of chemistry RDM.
This includes standards, recommendations, and best practice examples. In addition, this
knowledge base will aggregate all software and service documentation elaborated by the
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other task areas. Other formats like dedicated blogs and video snippets for best practise
examples are planned (in link to M5.2 and M5.5).
Task 5.3.2 Create training materials
In order to promote the standardised digital workflows developed by the different TAs, we
will create suitable training materials. These training materials will exploit all feasible media
formats, including traditional manuals and guidelines but also digital formats such as elearning resources (massive open online courses, MOOC, moodles), webinars, and video
tutorials. Training resources shall include both comprehensive documentations as well as
short information snippets (e. g., tip of the month) to stimulate researchers to explore the
scope of RDM on their own. Suitable materials for the different user groups will be
developed together with the consortium’s subcommunity work groups.
Task 5.3.3 Dissemination through local colloquia
We also aim to stay in direct contact with the research community. By organising local
talks, seminars, and roadshows (see T5.2.3), we do not only seek to promote RDM but
also to keep in close touch to the community’s needs. This will for instance be performed in
the context of the well-established GDCh colloquia (ca. 650 per year) throughout the 60
GDCh local chapters allover Germany. Also the JungChemikerForum (JCF) will help to
disseminate the cultural change into the next generation. Moreover, the 150 DPhG
colloquia throughout 23 local chapters will help to spread the ideas.
Task 5.3.4 Establish an infrastructure helpdesk
TA2 and TA3 will be mainly concerned with development tasks. However, the users will
require hands-on assistance to use new digital infrastructures. We envision a central
service unit providing not only software support for the RDM tools but also ad-hoc
counselling on general and chemistry-specific questions of RDM and on the portfolio of the
available NFDI4Chem services. This will include how to deal with highly varied and
complex RDM situations within the NFDI4Chem infrastructure itself.
The first part of this support unit will be a first level helpdesk for the software tools offered
by NFDI4Chem. This central helpdesk will by run by two helpdesk managers located at
FSU and TIB. Their task will be to react quickly to external requests and either reply or
dispatch to responsible staff in the second level technical helpdesks for ELN (see T2.2.3)
and repositories (see T3.4.4). To enable an efficient workflow, the helpdesk unit will use a
ticketing system.
Task 5.3.5 Training of community ambassadors
We also plan to train dedicated community ambassadors. These would be scientists with
IT knowledge, able to bridge the gap between users and developers. They will be in close
touch with institutional RDM units to propagate the adoption of chemistry-specific RDM
aspects. Institutional RDM units will then serve as multipliers at their institutions. We will
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assist the institutional RDM units in providing chemistry-specific DMP templates that
include NFDI4Chem services.
Deliverables: (D5.3.1) Establishment of a credible information source in chemistry for all
questions related to RDM, (D5.3.2) Development of first set of training materials, (D5.3.3)
Development of a second set of training materials, (D5.3.4) Development of a third set of
training materials, (D5.3.5) Establishment of an infrastructure helpdesk unit.
Measure 5.4: Curricular Teaching
Goals: Integration into curricular teaching (for the training of the upcoming scientists).
Description: Whereas M5.3 focuses on the current generation of researchers and their
RDM training, M5.4 targets on the teaching of the current and upcoming generation of BSc.
and Master students. We will develop curricular recommendations which will be
implemented at the participants’ universities and recommended to all universities by the
learned societies. Together with RDM units at the applicants’ universities, training materials
on all curricular levels will be developed and made accessible publicly.
Task 5.4.1 Develop curricular recommendations
The next generation of scientists needs data literacy as a meta-competence and key skill
of "managing data". Moreover, on a more advanced skill level, data science consists of
the overlap of programming, mathematics/statistics, and domain knowledge. By fostering
data literacy among chemistry students, chemistry can become an essential component in
data science. Vice versa, enhanced data science skills offer chemistry students new
employing perspectives as these competences are in increasing demand in the chemical
and pharmaceutical industry. Moreover, the efficient inclusion of RDM standards in
curricula opens up new possibilities in the interconnection of courses and even between
student cohorts in different institutions (e.g., comparison of synthetic procedures among
different lab years).
To that end, curricular recommendations will be developed in this measure in direct
connection to local projects of participating universities (e.g., “Data Literacy
Education.nrw”) but also a step-by-step concept for teaching on Bachelor and Master level
as well as for the graduate / research group level. After the joint development of curricular
recommendations, these recommendations will be disseminated (see M5.3) and illustrated
with working examples.
As industry demands and curricular reality in chemistry diverge strongly in terms of Data
Science and RDM skills of students, we pursue the definition of key elements of these
disciplines to be integrated into the chemistry core curricula in cooperation with the
Advisory Board Industry.
Task 5.4.2 Preparation of teaching materials in cooperation with task 5.3.2
The recommendations developed in T5.4.1 will be implemented in lecture material aimed
at students at all levels. Subdiscipline-specific material will be created based on already
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existing material of the participating universities and other projects (e.g., FDMentor). This
material will comprise classical media such as slides, script material and supplemental
material for lectures but also media of modern didactics (e.g. small videos, tutorials, elearning material, e-tests). The involvement of the GDCh JungChemikerForum and the
Doktorandentagung of the DPhG will promote these efforts.
Deliverables: (D5.4.1) Manifest on curricular recommendations, (D5.4.2) Provision of a
first set of teaching material, (D5.4.3) Provision of a second set of teaching material,
(D5.4.4) Provision of a third set of teaching material.
Measure 5.5: Best Practice and Innovation
Goals: Collection of best practice examples of RDM from both the consortium and the
community.
Description: Chemistry and related disciplines use a multitude of different workflows to
collect experimental and theoretical data. Every lab has evolved individual solutions for its
scientific problems. To guide the scientists with real-existing examples from all subdomains
in NFDI4Chem, we will collect best practice examples in this measure. A special focus is
on studies which combine experimental data with theoretical computations since these
benchmark analyses can be tools for validation of theoretical models.
Moreover, we plan to showcase benefits of well-managed scientific data through metastudies. As an example, the implementation of standards derived for curation and data
quality control in NMR spectroscopy of small organic molecules can be considered.
Experiences and interdisciplinary exchange may lead to more and where possible,
generalized, schemes for research data handling.
Task 5.5.1 Assemble Use cases, visions, success stories
We want to encourage scientists to acquaint themselves with RDM by presenting use
cases, visions and eventually success stories where good RDM “pays off”. This task has a
strong connection to M4.4 (lead-by-example), which focuses on the dataset creation itself.
As the development of better theoretical and computational models for chemical problems
hinges critically upon the availability and findability of well-curated experimental data, use
cases for NFDI4Chem instruments will be developed covering two components: wet/dry
lab-integrating blind prediction challenges and training of students involved in these tasks
to maximize sensibility and skills for advanced and sustained RDM. Strong collaboration
with e.g. the RTG 2455 (Göttingen-Öffentlichkeitsarbeit, Georg-August-Universität 2019)
and the D3R/SAMPL initiative (D3R 2019, Mobley 2019) will be established to implement
NFDI4Chem developments and to feed-back use case results to the NFDI4Chem
consortium. Conferences will be opened to NFDI4Chem to this end; e.g. the so far UShosted “SAMPL Workshop” will for the first time be organized by GDCh-CIC in Europe as a
satellite meeting to GCC 2020 in order to establish this link.
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Task 5.5.2 Enabling machine learning applications as use cases derived from
NFDI4Chem repositories
In a cooperation between chemists and machine learning experts, state-of-the-art artificial
intelligence incubator use cases based on NFDI4Chem data will be explored. Selected
pilot machine learning models will be trained and integrated with NFDI4Chem in order to
showcase a large potential for added value. Preliminary ideas include application to
predictive property modeling using convolutional or graph-based neural networks, chemical
design based on “generative adversarial networks” and “autoencoder” strategies for
chemical design (Putin et al. 2018, Gómez-Bombarelli et al. 2018), or neural networkguided retrosynthesis planning (Segler et al. 2018) based on suitable NFDI4Chem data.
This shall be done in cooperation with the BMBF competence center for Big Data ScaDS
Dresden/Leipzig that is led by TUDr.
Task 5.5.3 Select and present flagship labs with exemplary RDM implementations
To encourage acceptance of RDM infrastructures and to inspire the community, we will
select laboratories and institutes with exemplary RDM. We will work with these early
adopters to harmonize their RDM implementation with NFDI4Chem compliant workflows
and standards and showcase them as flagship labs. Lessons learnt during these efforts will
inspire our training events and road shows. We will produce videos introducing those
flagship institutions.
Task 5.5.4 Establish an Innovation Incubator
In this task, we will support TA2 and TA3 in initiating innovative new projects. The
Innovation Incubator assists parties with convincing project ideas relevant for NFDI4Chem
to apply for centrally managed funds for future project extensions (see M1.4) or other
funding opportunities. We will additionally assemble best practice recommendations for
software development and CI.
We will propagate the principles of User Centred Design (UCD) and User Driven
Development (UDD) in the creation of all services of NFDI4Chem in order meet the
requirements and needs of scientists. For this purpose, we will organize UX workshops
throughout the lifetime of NFDI4Chem.
Deliverables: (D5.5.1) Set of best practice documentation on the NFDI4Chem portal,
(D5.5.2) Set of best practice videos from flagship labs on the NFDI4Chem portal.
Measure 5.6: Communicating to Community Stakeholders
Goals: Connecting NFDI4Chem with important community stakeholders.
Description: This measure promotes the standards developed by NFDI4Chem for data
and metadata formats in close exchange with international stakeholders and European
initiatives. In the long term, these standards will be made mandatory for publication, again
in close collaboration with stakeholders such as learned societies and publishers.
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Task 5.6.1 Continuous exchange between community stakeholders to ensure the
implementation of NFDI4Chem recommendations
An active exchange with important stakeholders like chemical societies, GO FAIR ChIN,
funding agencies, publishers, and software/instrumentation vendors is essential for the
dissemination and acceptance of scientific standards. The learned societies will use their
networks and close ties to national, European and international organisations and
initiatives (e.g. MOSEX, see LoS) in order to raise awareness on RDM at all stages and in
order to avoid parallel and/or contrary developments from the beginning. IUPAC as the
world's leading organisation for standardisation in chemistry will be a main partner. In
addition, publishers welcome this process and shall at a later stage, as soon as related
NFDI4Chem recommendations are available, support their implementation e.g. by adopting
corresponding mandatory guidelines for authors.
Task 5.6.2 Making meta-data standards mandatory through IUPAC and the relevant
special sub-committees
In M4.1 and M4.2, existing data formats will be examined from a broad perspective
addressing the needs of a heterogeneous user community with special emphasis on
differentiating between research data and appropriate metadata standards. This task
ensures the communication of the well defined standards to the community via regular
white papers as well as the integration into IUPAC recommendations. Hereby, these
standards will become binding in a long-term process. This integration with IUPAC Division
VIII (Structural Representation and Chemical Nomenclature) will be supervised by T. Engel
and additionally supported by P. Théato (IUPAC Division IV - Polymer Chemistry) and C.
Steinbeck (InChI subcommittee).
Furthermore, the Advisory Boards Industry / Publishers, GDCh, IUPAC, Beilstein, and
society divisions (e.g. GDCh-CIC, GDCh-FGMR, AGTC) will explore and exchange the
needs of scientific meta-/data standards. The commonly arranged definitions ensure a
broad acceptance in the community.
Deliverables: (D5.6.1) Establishment of regular communication channels to all community
stakeholders (“jour fixe”), (D5.6.2.) Recommendation of well defined standards (white
papers).
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Risks and Risk Mitigation - Table 6
Table 6.
Table to Task Area 5: Community Involvement and Training
Description of risks

Proposed risk-mitigation measures

R5.1: Biased or incomplete requirement assessment. Assessment
of RDM needs may not reach a representative fraction of the
community and lead to biased or incomplete results
Likelihood: Medium

Results must constantly be reviewed and
discussed by the National Research
Community Panel.
Research communities must get involved
in the targeting of the surveys.
Involved TA(s): TA1, TA5

R5.2: Developed tools, standards and materials are not adopted
by the community, either by a mismatch of expectations or by
ignorance.
Likelihood: High

Development must constantly be monitored
and discussed by the National Research
Community Panel.
Development activities must include early
stage hands-on testing by PhD students.
Development activities and results must be
massively and repeatedly promoted.
Involved TA(s): TA1-5

R5.3: Premature frustration of the community. Lack of usability or
practicality of developed products may propagate reluctancy for
challenges involved with RDM in everyday research.
Likelihood: Medium

Careful testing of all products with
representative user groups.
User-friendliness by design
Involved TA(s): TA2, TA5

Task Area 6: Synergies
Description and Objectives
The vision of the NFDI is the cross-linking of infrastructure components and services, as
well as the creation of new, comprehensive services for the creation of a national research
data infrastructure. The acceptance and utilisation of NFDI4Chem goes hand in hand with
a cultural change in chemistry. This change is supported by the added value and new
possibilities while developing NFDI4Chem. TA6 addresses issues and actions for a holistic
use of the NFDI4Chem infrastructure and services. TA6 ensures the harmonisation of the
usage of existing and new components and adds overarching infrastructure services (Fig.
11). The great opportunity for the NFDI is the creation of interdisciplinary approaches and
services. Joint strategies for cross-cutting topics will be explored in inter-consortia working
groups. NFDI4Chem envisages molecules as linking elements between data collections of
chemical-related consortia within the NFDI to investigate and discuss interdisciplinary
research questions.
The NFDI4Chem search service provides a semantically harmonized data catalogue of all
NFDI4Chem repositories and data sources. TA6 develops and provides a terminology
service for NFDI4Chem. TA6 coordinates the participation of NFDI4Chem in inter-consortia
working groups on cross-cutting topics. TA6 ensures the integration of NFDI4Chem and its
components into the landscape of existing infrastructures relevant for the chemistry
community.
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Figure 11.
TA6 will manage the synergies and interfaces to other NFDI consortia and the NFDI as a
whole. It will ensure that cross-cutting topics such as NFDI-wide services are properly
addressed and their results incorporated into NFDI4Chem.

To summarize, the objectives of TA6, designed to support FAIRness in NFDI4Chem, are:
O6.1 Users can search for research data across distributed data sources of federated
NFDI4Chem repositories and linked repositories of the NFDI.
O6.2 Scientists can use and access NFDI4Chem's services and components in a uniform
and user-friendly manner.
O6.3 The outcome of NFDI4Chem is available on international online platforms.
O6.4 Users have the possibility to share, to publish, and to reuse research data in a legally
sound manner.
TA6 will contribute in particular to key objective 1: Virtual environment of federated
repositories, key objective 2: minimum information (MI) standards for data and machinereadable metadata, key objective 5: Synergies and key objective 6: Legally reliable policies
and guidelines
Measure 6.1: Development and Implementation of a NFDI4Chem Terminology
Service
Goals: The NFDI4Chem terminology service will enable researchers and components of
NFDI4Chem and NFDI to access, curate and update terminologies for chemistry and
related domains.
Description: The exploitation of data by academia and industry continues to be inefficient.
The ambiguity of natural language words and phrases used to annotate data with their
meanings is perhaps the primary obstacle. Semantics encoded in such form are
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inaccessible to machines and often ambiguous even to human experts. The consequent
lack of semantic data interoperability and under-performing machine support in tasks
ranging from discovering to cleaning and integrating data is a root cause for why data are
under-exploited. In response to these concerns, the research community is adopting the
FAIR data principles. Some of the principles have seen good progress in their
implementation. A good example is the resolvable persistent identification (PID) of data to
ensure their findability and accessibility. The key remaining concern, however, is the
practice of using ambiguous words, phrases or even incomprehensible abbreviations to
encode data semantics and the elusive principle of data interoperability. To address this
concern, we will develop, deploy and sustainably operate the NFDI4Chem terminology
service. The NFDI4Chem Terminology Service will enable semantic data interoperability,
discovery and exploitation across disciplines and thus supports user-centric scientific
applications. The terminology service is instrumental for establishing a comprehensive,
integrated internet of FAIR data and services through semantic representation,
terminology-based interoperability and accessibility and interlinking of research data. The
Terminology Service will make use of existing vocabularies like CHMO (RSC Ontologies
2019a, RXNO (RSC Ontologies 2019b), CheBI (EBI Web Team 2019) or CHEMINF
(Chemical Information Ontology - CHEMINF 2019) and newly developed terminologies
within NFDI4Chem.
Task 6.1.1 NFDI4Chem Terminology service
The Terminology service will build on global and open standards, such as languages for
knowledge representation recommended by W3C. The design and implementation of the
Terminology services functionalities are built upon inclusive stakeholder participation from
the different disciplines of chemistry. Stakeholders are data providers, curators,
researchers and other consumers. We will evaluate, test and finally deploy the most
suitable tools for reliable management of subject-specific vocabularies. The web-based
working environment VoCol (Halilaj et al. 2016) is one possible tool to be evaluated. VoCol
is an open development environment for the agile, joint curation of vocabularies on the
basis of Git version management. The basis is the representation of vocabularies with
semantic technologies such as RDF and OWL. Knowledge engineers can model with
VoCol and collaborate with experts for testing and quality assurance on the basis of the Git
versioning. A RESTful API will be implemented to provide access to terminology in a
uniform way regardless of their degree of complexity.
Task 6.1.2 Development and Curation of Terminologies
In small-scale research projects researchers often create their own terminologies based on
their research context. In these cases, the integration of the data into a well-defined
terminological environment is often challenging if not impossible. We aim to offer a set of
tools for supporting the development, curation and publication (or integration) of such
terminologies. This set of tools include, for instance, transformation tools from textual and
tabular documents into a semantic format, a linked data interface, terminology integrity
checks and validation, etc. For terminology curation, an indexing of content (e.g.
vocabularies, ontologies) and a common schema for the Terminology Service output will be
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defined. A mapping to this schema is required for every underlying terminology or
connected external service in order to achieve a harmonized API output of the Terminology
Service. Within the VoCol tool for example, a Git version control is used to orchestrate the
collaboration with Branching/Merging, Push-Pull Requests and others. VoCol also
integrates a variety of services for curation, visualisation, publication, documentation, issue
tracking, quality control and validation. Using VoCol, the developed vocabularies can be
maintained and adjusted in a continuous, flexible process. Each chemistry subdiscipline
may provide discipline and context specific requirements on the terminology service. With
the terminology service various stakeholders like data providers, curators, ontology
engineers and researchers can develop and curate terminologies collaboratively and
continuously. Individual requests from other community stakeholders for new terminologies
or updates to existing terminologies can be submitted to a ticket-based help-desk, which
serves to ensure quality assurance of terminologies in NFDI4Chem.
Task 6.1.3 Notification service
We will develop and implement a tool to enable a semantic and interdisciplinary
terminology subscription and notification service for the Terminology Service. The
subscription tool will recognise new matching terminologies according to the specifications
of a user, activates defined pre-processing of the terminology if requested and informs the
subscriber through email that new data is available with a link to access it. The tool will
also notify users when terminologies of interest are available or have been changed.
Task 6.1.4 Workshop series on Terminology development
The development, adoption and curation of terminologies is a collaborative effort of various
stakeholders like data providers, curators, researchers and other consumers. To foster the
development of missing terminologies for NFDI4Chem a series of workshops will be
facilitated and organised by NFDI4Chem. Each chemistry subdiscipline may provide
discipline and context specific requirements on terminologies and the Terminology Service.
Deliverables: (D6.1.1) Well-defined human and machine interfaces to access terminology
and single-point-of-entry for a chemistry terminology in the NFDI, (D6.1.2) Ticket-based
change requests system for community stakeholder, (D6.1.3) Subscription-based
notification service, (D6.1.4) Report of Workshops on terminology development, (D6.1.4)
NFDI4Chem derived vocabularies
Measure 6.2: Development of an overarching NFDI4Chem search service
Goals: NFDI4Chem search service provides a semantically harmonized data catalogue of
all NFDI4Chem repositories and data sources. Users can search in the data catalogue for
research data across NFDI4Chem. The search platform will integrate domain specific
search tools like chemical structure search.
Description: NFDI4Chem search service aims to provide a semantically harmonized
access to the subdiscipline specific repositories. Even within the chemistry domain we
have to accept diversity and heterogeneity of data and metadata due to specific
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requirements of subdisciplines and characteristics of data types. NFDI4Chem will develop
and need to agree on shared principles and requirements towards metadata and semantic
descriptions for all repositories to enable FAIR data discovery. Nevertheless each
repository can provide more detailed metadata and deeper data descriptions for their areas
of application. On the next level of a federation of chemistry-related consortia we need to
agree on shared metadata semantic descriptions for chemistry-focused searches across
these consortia. Finally, for the whole NFDI we need to agree on a core set of metadata
and semantic descriptions of data. This approach will allow not only a cross-repository, but
also a cross-domain data discovery, supporting FAIR data principles.
For NFDI4Chem, we plan to adapt Comprehensive Knowledge Archive Network (CKAN)
(CKAN - Data Management System 2019) as data catalog. CKAN is widely used in
government data catalogs, such as the UK's data.gov.uk (Find Open Data - Data.gov.uk
2019), the United States government's Data.gov (Lakhani et al. 2010), and the Australian
government (Australian Government 2019) to share open data with the public. In
combination with CKAN we further plan to adapt the well-established DCAT Application
Profile for data portals in Europe (DCAT-AP), a specification based on the Data Catalogue
Vocabulary (DCAT) (DCAT Application Profile for Data Portals in Europe | Joinup 2019)
developed by the W3C. It specifies metadata records to meet the specific application
needs of data portals while providing semantic interoperability with other applications on
the basis of reuse of established controlled vocabularies and mappings to existing
metadata vocabularies like Dublin Core (Dublin Core Metadata Initiative 2013). Taking into
account chemistry specific requirements the search platform will additionally provide
chemical structure search.
Task 6.2.1 Definition, adaptation and implementation of a NFDI4Chem data catalogue
vocabulary
For NFDI4Chem we plan to adapt the DCAT Application Profile DCAT-AP for the chemical
domain. Alternatively the current draft CiteDCAT-AP (DataCite to DCAT-AP Mapping 2019),
a DCAT-AP-compliant representation of DataCite metadata may be available for further
investigations. Together with the NFDI4Chem repositories we will extend DCAT RDF
vocabulary for a standard exchange of metadata in the chemical domain. The new CHEMDCAT-AP defines additional chemical concepts, attributes and relations of data sets.
Task 6.2.2 Enable metadata harvesting
In close cooperation with the NFDI4Chem repositories APIs for metadata harvesting will be
developed and implemented to provide the data for the search service. Alternatively ingest
functions of the repositories into the data catalogue may be evaluated and implemented.
Task 6.2.3 Overarching NFDI4Chem search
The NFDI4Chem search will be realised by a customized CKAN distribution.
Customisations include visualisation of chemical structures and an interface for chemical
structure search. The search service provides faceted search and semantic tagging. The
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semantic tagging functionality will be linked to terminology service to obtain tags from the
registered vocabularies.
Task 6.2.4 Implementation of a chemical structure search for the NFDI4Chem search
service
Searching chemical information is often performed by drawing a chemical structure with a
respective tool and use the parsed structure as query. open source cheminformatics
toolkits (e.g. CDK, RDKIT, see T2.6.1) will be employed to store structural information
adequately and enable sophisticated structure, substructure and similarity searches. For
the user interface drawing tools developed in T2.5.1 will be implemented.
Deliverables: (6.2.1) Approved chemistry specific data catalogue vocabulary, (D6.2.2)
Repositories provide APIs to harvest metadata, (D6.2.3) Web portal for searching in
metadata catalogue of NFDI4Chem repositories, (D6.2.3) Integrated chemical structure
search in harvested chemical structure data, providing chemical structure information
Measure 6.3: Coordination of and contribution to cross-cutting topics activities
within the NFDI
Goals: Members of NFDI4Chem are involved in the activities concerning cross-cutting
topics relevant for the consortium and shape processes in our best interest. Results of the
inter-consortia work are successfully embedded into the development of the NFDI4Chem.
Description: During the initial phase of the NFDI several cross-cutting topics have been
identified and discussed with different consortia (see 2.3.1). As a matter of fact, the vision
of the NFDI will be shaped by collaborative work on these topics among the consortia. With
this measure, we will ensure that NFDI4Chem will identify or initiate and participate in
relevant inter-consortia working groups to foster cross-cutting topics. We have already
identified cross-cutting topics of outstanding importance for our consortium, to which we
want to contribute to the NFDI and inter-consortia working groups: a NFDI-wide service
catalogue, an AAI service and a legally reliable framework of policies and guidelines for
FAIR research data management.
Task 6.3.1 Coordination of cross-cutting topics activities within the NFDI
Together with other consortia, cross-cutting topics will be identified and working groups
established. Activities and discussions needed to be monitored and forwarded to TA leads
when necessary. NFDI4Chem delegates will then participate in relevant working groups
and decision making processes. The results of the working groups will be embedded in the
infrastructure and services of NFDI4Chem. A first workshop has already been discussed
with NFDI4Ing and further consortia.
Task 6.3.2 User Identity Management for Authentication and Authorisation
In the spirit of FAIR data principles, access to data and services should be as open and
interoperable as possible. Nevertheless there are several reasons why both resources and
services require researchers to sign in. Especially sensitive data and licensed services
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need strong security regarding access and rights management. For the many services in
the NFDI4Chem, the number of individual, separate logins quickly becomes difficult to
manage. To overcome this burden a NFDI wide Authentication and Authorisation
Infrastructure (AAI) needs to be implemented. A successful implementation of an AAI
service is e.g. the ELIXIR-AAI (ELIXIR Consortium 2019). Building on the DFN-AAI (DFNAAI 2019) users are enabled to use their existing university logins. Alternatively,
organisation credentials or community identities like ORCID or OpenID may be used to
sign in and access data and services they need. Furthermore the AAI service allows
service providers to control and manage access rights of their users and create different
roles and access levels for single researchers or research groups. For NFDI4Chem we will
address this cross-cutting topic in a way that users of NFDI4Chem and the NFDI can easily
access resources and services by using single-sign-on and well-defined authorisation
mechanism. We will contribute to the development of a NFDI-AAI Service. We will collect
the specific requirements of the diverse NFDI4Chem repositories and systems such as the
ELN. Using this knowledge, we will participate in the NFDI wide AAI discussions and
workshops in order to 1) help further the AAI infrastructure and 2) represent the interests of
NFDI4Chem and 3) coordinate the integration and implementation the NFDI wide AAI for
NFDI4Chem systems
Task 6.3.3 Legally reliable framework of policies and guidelines for FAIR research
data management
The operation of an infrastructure as the NFDI has to build on rules, to that individual users
commit themselves. To ensure the confidence in the NFDI, these rules have to be in
accordance with German and if possible international legal status quo. At the same time,
industry, professional associations, publishers and other rights holders are important,
established partners for chemical research. It is a key to provide a science-friendly legal
framework that balances that great variety of interests through guidelines and data policies,
terms of use, licensing standards, data property. Of course this furthermore includes the
legal support of the involved researchers and research managers in the universities and
other research institutes. Within this task we address the necessary steps to provide a
legally reliable framework of policies and guidelines for FAIR RDM for researcher in the
NFDI4Chem.
Development of guidelines and policies for liability regulations for service and
infrastructure providers: Operation models of service and infrastructure providers have
to address the liability regime. Together with relevant service and infrastructure providers
liability relevant constellations and conditions especially for operating in the NFDI4Chem
and NFDI infrastructure will be identified and evaluated. Based on derived use cases
guidelines and policies for liability regulations in the context of use conditions for
NFDI4Chem services and infrastructures will be worked out.
Development of guidelines and policies for legally reliable research data
management: With the implementation of the FAIR data principles, researchers need a
reliable legal framework when publishing their data in repositories. Legal considerations
about data ownership and possible licensing models are essential in this regard. In this
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task we develop guidelines and policies for researchers to choose appropriate license
models. The analysis will cover the legal relationships between institutions and their
researchers and further stakeholders like funding institutions or industrial partners. Legal
assignment standards must also be taken into account, as well as revised DFG guidelines
on good scientific practise. From these, legal suggestions concerning doctoral rules,
supervision agreements, institutional rules and other scientific and higher education
relevant areas will be distilled.
Deliverables: (D6.3.1) Documentation of relevant cross-cutting topics for NFDI4Chem,
(D6.3.2) NFDI4Chem delegates are members of inter-consortia working groups relevant to
NFDI4Chem, (6.3.3) Reports on the integration of working groups results into NFDI4Chem,
(D6.3.4) Guidelines and policies for legal reliable implementation of FAIR data principles
for researchers and research institutions, (D6.3.5) Guidelines and policies for liability
regulations for services within NFDI4Chem
Measure 6.4 Integration into the landscape of existing infrastructure
Goals: Cross-linking NFDI4Chem with existing research data infrastructures, services and
projects of the aforementioned areas
Description: In order to increase the findability and reuse of research data provided by the
NFDI, cooperation with and connection to existing national and international infrastructures
and infrastructure projects should be taken into account. We are aware of several
infrastructure projects which have been pursuing similar aims. Many of these projects have
already been invited to collaborate in TA2 and TA3. In this measure, we will seek to identify
further projects relevant for the NFDI4Chem network and seek collaboration and
integration. This measure will be conducted in close collaboration with TA2 and TA3. For
existing infrastructure collaborations to increase the findability and reuse of NFDI4Chem
data will be explored and implemented.
Task 6.4.1 Identify, contact and invite further infrastructure projects to collaborate
with NFDI4Chem
Beyond already known infrastructures and projects we will look for further initiatives as
matching partners for NFDI4Chem. Shared interests and joint approaches on NFDI4Chem
key objectives will be discussed to evaluate possible cooperations and cross-linking of
infrastructures and services.
Task 6.4.2 Increase the findability of NFDI4Chem data in the pharmaceutical domain
The PubPharm (PubPharm 2019) search portal of Fachinformationsdienst (FID) Pharmazie
specifically meets the search requirements of the various pharmaceutical disciplines, e.g.
searching for pharmaceutical relevant journal articles in more than 55 million references.
As a joint effort we aim to integrate metadata from NFDI4Chem search service in
PubPharm and to extend the PubPharm search space to include chemical research data,
so that PubPharm could offer a central pharmacy-specific access for these research data.
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In cooperation with PubPharm we will agree on metadata suitable for PubPharm and
develop an automated metadata exchange.
Task 6.4.3 Increase the findability of NFDI4Chem data in chemistry web portals
We have identified several well-established web resources for chemical information as
possible partners to increase the findability of NFDI4Chem data beyond the NFDI initiative
on the international level. Portals like ChemSpider from the Royal Society of Chemistry
(RSC), the open chemistry database PubChem at the National Institutes of Health (NIH)
and CompTox Chemicals Dashboard (Williams et al. 2017) at the US Environmental
Protection Agency (US EPA) provide workflows for metadata ingest from external data
sources like NFDI4Chem. We will negotiate the registration of NFDI4Chem as data source
for these portals and ingest data to enrich these data collections. Additionally we will
investigate the enrichment of Wikidata (Wikidata 2019) items of chemical entities
(molecules) with relations to research data of NFDI4Chem.
Deliverables: (D6.5.1) Reports of further infrastructure projects relevant to NFDI4Chem,
(D6.5.2) Cooperation agreements with further infrastructure projects where possible,
(D6.5.3) NFDI4Chem metadata ingests into PubChem, Chemspider, Wikidata
Risks and Risk Mitigation - Table 7.
Table 7.
Table to Task Area 6: Synergies
Description of risks

Risk-mitigation measures

R1: Scientists do not participate actively enough in
the development of vocabularies for the
subdisciplines. The cooperation between scientists
and ontology engineers does not work optimally.
Likelihood: Low

Vocabulary development will be promoted by community
measures in TA5 and through ontology workshops supported
by stakeholders from TA2, T3 and TA4.
TA(s) involved: TA2, TA3, TA4

R2: Repositories of NFDI4Chem insufficiently
support the overaching search service.
Likelihood: low

Close cooperation with TA3 and TA4 in the development of
necessary metadata standards and APIs.
TA(s) involved: TA3, TA4

R3: Necessary results from cross-cutting topic
activities are not available in time for NFDI4Chem
tasks.
Likelihood: medium

NFDI4Chem will actively initiate, contribute and lead
interconsortia discussions in the topics most relevant to
NFDI4Chem. NFDIChem will organise interconsortia
workshops. TA leads will coordinate and communicate their
needs towards NFDI.
TA(s) involved: All TAs

R4: Legal policies and guidelines are not adopted
by scientists sufficiently and do not lead to the
desired acceptance by scientists and have no
increase in the willingness for data publication.
Likelihood: low

Close involvement of the community to collect requirements
from the very beginning of the measure. Cooperation with
community measures in TA5.
TA(s) involved: TA5
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Table 8
Table 8.
Abbreviations
AAI

Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure

BC

Biochemistry

CD

Continuous Deployment

ChEMBL

Chemical database of the European Molecular Biology Laboratory

CI

Continuous Integration

CRC

Collaborative Research Centre

DB

Database

DBG

Deutsche Bunsen-Gesellschaft für Physikalische Chemie

DPhG

Deutsche Pharmazeutische Gesellschaft

DSC

Differential Scanning Calorimetry

ELN

Electronic Laboratory Notebook

GDCh

Gesellschaft Deutscher Chemiker

GPC

Gel Permeation Chromatography

HPC

High Performance Computing

HPLC

High Performance Liquid Chromatography

IC

Inorganic Chemistry

InChI

IUPAC International Chemical Identifier

incl

including

IR

Infrared vibrational spectroscopy

IUPAC

International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry

LIMS

Laboratory Information and Management System

MI

minimum information

MIChI

Minimum Information about a Chemical Investigation

MS

mass (spectrometry)

NFDI4BIMP

NFDI4 Biological Imaging and Medical Photonics

NMR

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectrscopy

OC

Organic Chemistry

OS

Open Source

PAINS

Pan Assay Interference Compounds

PC

Physical Chemistry

PMC

Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry
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PolyC

Polymer Chemistry

RDA

Research Data Alliance

RDM

Research Data Management

SC

Steering Committee

SMILES

Simplified Molecular-Input Line-Entry System

TGA

Thermogravimetric analysis

UCD

User-ceneterd design

UDD

User-driven development

UI

User Interface

UV

Absorption spectroscopy in ultraviolet wavelength range

UX

User Experience
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